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PREFACE 
The determination of upwash angle induced by the aircraft at 

noseboom-mounted angle-of-attack vanes is a problem the flight test com- 
munity faces on a recurring basis.  The Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC) 
and the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (NASA/DFRC) use variations of an 
upwash estimation technique developed at NASA/DFRC which is commonly called 
the Yaggy-Rogallo technique.  This technique has been applied successfully 
to numerous, varied aircraft by both organizations.  Confusion on the part 
of "first-time'' users in applying the technique has resulted because there 
was little formal documentation of the technique and most information was 
passed by informal contact with previous users. Since no proven computer 
program existed, numerous procedures to implement the technique were 
developed. The procedures ranged from hand calculation to use of small 
programmable calculators to use of desk-top and large mainframe computers. 
Most of the procedures were insufficiently documented to have any retained 
value. 

Donald R. Bellman of NASA/DFRC was the key individual in development 
of the Yaggy-Rogallo upwash estimation technique.  It was his insight 
into the work of Yaggy and Rogallo and his expertise in translating 
their work into an easily used format that led to creation of this 
technique.  He refined the technique and applied it to many projects 
only one of which is referenced in this memorandum.  The technique would 
have undoubtably been lost due to lack of use had it not been for Edwin 
J. Saltzman, also of NASA/DFRC.  His strong advocacy of the technique 
and consultation with potential users resulted in its continued use at 
NASA/DFRC and its introduction to AFFTC.  Although no original work by 
either Bellman or Saltzman was available for use directly in writing 
this memorandum, the consultation they provided to other users and myself 
was indispensable to the creation of this document. 

The present effort was undertaken to consolidate existing memos, 
notes, computer programs, and personal knowledge before they were lost. . 
This document is really a collection of work by numerous individuals which 
was edited and significantly expanded as an expedient method of disseminating 
information.  The list of individuals whose work was incorporated in the 
text are recognized below.  To provide a coherent and understandable doc- 
ument, the author modified and reorganized material, changed notations, 
and expanded many sections.  Errors, inconsistencies, and misunderstandings 
which were introduced during this process are totally the fault of the 
author, and in no way reflect on the individuals who contributed to the 
document.  Those who contributed were: 

Glenn M. Sakamoto 
Aerospace Engineer 
:JASA/DFRC, Edwards CA 

John W. Hicks 
Aerospace Engineer 
AFFTC, Edwards AFB CA 

Steven J. Grier 
Cooperative Engineering Student 
WASA/DFRC, Edwards CA 

Patricia Juenemann 
Data Technician 
AFFTC, Edwards AFB CA 

Arthur E. Sheridan 
Cooperative Engineering Student 
NTASA/DFRC, Edwards CA 

Mark T. Korsmo 
Cooperative Engineering Student 
AFFTC, Edwards AFB CA 
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INTRODUCTION 

The accurate determination of angle of attack is a significant problem 
to much of the flight-test community.  Since angle of attack is a primary 
parameter to performance, stability-and-control, and aerodynamic analyses, 
angle-of-attack errors affect much flight-test data.  The usual approach to 
minimizing these errors is to obtain indicated angle of attack from the 
angle-of-attack portion of a noseboom instrumentation unit (NBIU) mounted 
on a flight-test noseboom.  The NBIU normally has a calibration from a wind 
tunnel which accounts for angle-of-attack errors due to NBIU local flow 
effects.  At subsonic Mach numbers, however, there are errors in indi- 
cated angle of attack due to the fuselage and winq upwash which are present 
even with noseboom-mounted vanes.  Angle-of-atta.K errors caused by the 
aerodynamic influence of bodies results from two »cuces; firs':, effects 
of local flow about the NBIU such as aerodynamic interference boundary 
layer effects, and shock interaction and, second, upwash effects of air- 
craft components such as the fuselage and wing.  . ?.e NBIU local flow effects 
can be adequately defined only by wind tunnel testing.  The NBIU wind- 
tunnel calibration curves, however, have an upwash component due to the 
noseboom used in the tunnel tests which must be adjusted to account for 
different noseboom configurations. The upwash adjustment for the NBIU 
noseboom as well as upwash of the wing and fuselage can be estimated using 
the techniques presented in the memorandum. An in-flight calibration, how- 
ever, must be performed to establish the angle-of-attack errors and allow 
empirical adjustment of the upwash estimates. 

A good upwash-estimation technique is important both during applica- 
tion of the NBIU wind-tunnel calibration to flight-test data reduction 
and during analysis of the in-flight upwash calibration.  Adjustments to 
the NBIU calibrations can be adequately predicted by calculation and 
new curves developed for use in data reduction for removal of NBIU effects 
prior to any analysis of fuselage and wing upwash.  Upwash angle estimates 
for the fuselage and wing are available well before flight-test results 
and are, therefore, available for initial prediction. Characteristics 
of subsequent in-flight calibrations should be consistent with the predicted 
characteristics.  Separation of Mach number and lift effects on upwash angle 
should be accomplished based on empirical adjustment of the level of initial 
curves rather than attempts to define characteristics based on the flight 
test data.  It should be emphasized that the empirical adjustment is made 
only to upwash estimation curves and not to the NBIU wind-tunnel calibra- 
tion curves. 

An upwash estimation technique which has consistently proven to be 
simply used and give acceptable results is based on work by Paul F. Yaggy 
and Vernon L. Roqallo and is commonly called the Yaggy-Rogallo technique. 
The Yagqy-Rogallo technique is based largely on theoretical techniques 
used by Yaggy and Roqallo in analyzing their experimental investigations 
with some empirical modification by Yaggy, Rogallo and Donald 3. Bellman. 
The work of Yaggy and Rogallo was refined and simplified by Donald R. 
Bellman of NASA/Dryden Flight Researcr Center (NASA/DFRC) for application 
to flight-test data. Although the technique has been in use for many years 
at NASA/DFRC and the Air Force Flight Test Center (AFFTC), the theory, 
procedures, and computer programs were never adequately documented.  The 



equations and solutions developed to implement the technique were often 
inadequate or had unique characteristics which restricted them from general 
use.  Terminology and notation varied enough to cause considerable confusion 
in adapting and applying an existing implementation to subsequent aircraft. 
The procedures for applying the technique varied from hand calculation up 
through a FORTRAN IV computer program for a large mainframe computer.  Docu- 
mentation for much of the derivation and many of the computer programs was 
incomplete or nonexistent.  The Background section of this memorandum 
describes the development o* the Yaggy-Rogallo technique and reviews appli- 
cable, previous work both documented and undocumented. 

The Yaggy-Rogallo technique treats any vehicle as a collection of 
aerodynamic bodies whose upwash may be calculated in one of two ways. Cyl- 
inder-like bodies which are basically nonlifting such as nosebooms, fuse- 
lages, and stores are treated as bodies of revolution.  Primary lift-producing 
surfaces such as wings, canards, and tails are treated as thin airfoils. A 
concise method of estimating upwash for each of the two types of bodies has 
been developed from the work of Yaggy and Rogallo.  In the case of both types 
of bodies, assumptions and refinements were made to simplify application of 
the equations and expedite making upwash estimates. The upwash for the 
vehicle is then determined by combining the estimates for the individual 
parts. The Yaggy-Rogallo Analysis section of this memorandum describes the 
procedure for dividing a vehicle into components and determining equivalent 
body shapes. The equations for calculating upwash of the components are 
described as is the procedure for combining the component upwash estimates 
into a single estimate for the vehicle.  Detailed development of the 
equations and notation for upwash angle estimates of bodies of revolution 
and thin airfoils are presented in Appendices A and B respectively.  For 
users who are familiar with the Yaggy-Rogallo technique, a procedural 
outline is presented in Appendix C for use as a quick reference and check- 
list in making upwash angle estimates. The equations and procedures were 
implemented in two FORTRAN V computer programs which are well documented 
in a user's guide and programmer's guide, Appendices D and E respectively. 

Practical application of the current implementation of the Yaggy-Rogallo 
technique and corresponding computer programs is rhown in the Procedural Ap- 
plications section of this memorandum. Two examples of obtaining upwash 
angle estimates from Yaggy-Rogallo analysis are presented.  The examples 
show how the aircraft is broken into components and data is obtained for 
entry into the production software.  The card input and printed output are 
presented to show use of the software and the plotted results are presented 
to show expected characteristics.  The results are applied to actual flight- 
test data to demonstrate the excellent results which can be expected from 
use of the Yaqgy-Rogallo technique in flight-test data reduction. 

BACKGROUND 

The present upwatih estimation technique evolved through successive 
refinements by numerous persons and organizations. The original technique 
was developed by Paul F. Yaggy in Reference 1 and greatly generalized by 
Vernon L. Rogello in Rererence 2. The technique, which became known as 
the Yaggy-Rogallo technique, represented any vehicle as a collection of 
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: Tw ".„„ _„J fnrr„ coefficient data for airship hulls from potential rxow 

?77? or Rerlrences 6  7? and 8 respectively).  Using a modified lifting-line 
technique they Sere able to easily'estimate upwash with excellent accuracy. 

Paul F. Yaggy used Von Ka.-man's work and basic U**^^**™?  in 
a study of uPwash

yangle induced at the propeller planes of "|^tiengine, 
.    y  . ,y .... j. Rpfprence 1.  In order to optimize nacelle angles 
^re^elropeulr trels^! it «. required to estimate the upwash angle 
induced by the wing and nacelle.  Yaggy modified Von Karman s development 

as Tr,fcX^"^i^l^^TäiT.rVX'^ n it8 

ing airflow didn't materially effect results even though fc*V S^winas 
of potential flow were violated. Yaggy's work was confined to unswept wings 
and^ncompressible flow so that basic lifting-line theory gaye 9°^ "^Jts- 
He did, however, recognize the deficiencies and recommended lncorP°ra^n9 . 
John ne Young's work if if forts were expanded to swept wings and higher Mach 
numbers. 

Vernon L. Rogallo expanded Yaggy's work to propeller planes «J air«aft 

wirh sweot winqs and applied Mach corrections to wing upwash effects,  in 
Reference 2 S«   described a means of calculating Mach effects by increas- 
5a SI effective distance of the wing aft of the propeller plan* and in- 
creasing the effective wing sweeps.  Although Rogallo •JJfJ^JuJJSTSr 
the wing component of upwash, he used Yaggy's incompressible »olution for 
nacelles.  Rogallo compared his theoretical results with experimental data 
with good agreement. 

The concepts used by Yaggy and Rogallo were expanded to upwash •■**»•- 
tion at noseboom-mounted angle-of-attack vanes at NASA/DFRC  Donald R. Bell- 
man and Edwin J. <?*ltzman modified the technique to account J°* J1"««"?" 
between the propeller -nd noseboom applications.  Reference 9 documents that 
compressibility corrections were added to the body-of-revolution calcula- 
Sons.  The technique for lifting surfaces was also refined to •i-pli'y *«d 
expedite application with little reduction in accuracy.  By certain simpli- 
fying assumptions, the independent parameters used were changed to geometric 
parameters only and the curves were expanded to a range of distances ahead 
of the wing which would include ang]e-of-attack vanes.  The modified tech- 
niques were applied to a noseboom calibration in Reference 10 and to the 
M2-F1. HL-10, and M2-F2 aircraft in References 11, 12, and 13, respectively, 
with good comparison with full scale test of the vehicles in NASA/ARC wind 
tunnels. 



LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

ITEM DESCRIPTION 

SYMBOLS 

AR 

b 

c 

c 

qc 

CLC 

dx 

FS 

G 
n 

i 

body cross-sectional area 

Weissinger influence coefficient for 
symmetric loading 

2 
aspect ratio of a lifting surface, AR=b /S 

span of a lifting surface 

local chord length of a lifting surface 

mean aerodynamic chord length of a lifting 
surface 

lift coefficient of a lifting surface, 
CL=L/qS 

section  lift coefficient of a  lifting 
surface,   C^VqS 

lift-curve slope 

span loading coefficient 

longitudinal distance ahead of angle-of- 
attack vane 

element of the longitudinal axis 

fuselage station 

dimensionless circulation about the wing 
at span station n 

incidence angle 

constant, see equation (A32) 

uscu SI 
UNITS UNITS 

. 2 
m 

2 
m 

N-D N-D 

N-D N-D 

ft m 

ft m 

ft m 

N-D 

N-D 

/deg 

N-D 

in 

N-D 

N-D 

/deg 

N-D 

m 

in m 

in m 

N-D N-D 

deg deg 

in in 

U.S. Customary Units (USCU) and International System of Units (SI) were 
used interchangeably during analyses in this report.  Analyses were based 
on ratios and non-dimensional parameters as much as possible so that con- 
sistency within systems is much more important than the system itself. 
Conversion factors between systems were obtained from Reference 14 when 
required. 
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LIST  OF  SYMBOLS  AND  ABBREVIATIONS   (CONTINUED) 

[TEM DESCRIPTION 
USCU 
UNITS 

SI 
UNITS 

av 

L 

i 

% 

M 

N 

P 

q 

R 

s 

u 

V 

w 

X,Y,Z 

SYMBOLS 

constant, see equation (A32) 

constant, see equation (A40) 

constant, see equation (A40) 

average of ratios of actual sectional lift- 
curve slopes to theoretical values 

lifting surface lift 

section lift 

general unit of length (see footnote 3, 
page 89) 

Mach number 

number of points 

arbitrary point in flowfield of a body 
revolution 

dynamic pressure 

equivalent   radius  of  a  body,   R  =/A/IT 

perpendicular distance from longitudinal 
axis to center of pressure of angle-of- 
attack vane 

reference area of a lifting surface 

longitudinal velocity 

airspeed 

upwash velocity 

general rectangular coordinate system 

angle of attack 

compressibility parameter, $  = «i-M 

circulation about the wing 

upv.-ash angle, * = sin   (W/V ) 

in 

in2 
2 m 

in2 
2 

m 

N-D N-D 

lbf n 

lbf n 

N-D 

deg 

N-l) 

2 
ft /sec 

deg 

N-D 

lb/ft n/m 

in m 

in m 

ft m 

ft/sec m/sec 

ft/sec m/sec 

ft/sec m/sec 

deg 

N-D 

2 . m / sec 

4 

4 

% 

deg 
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ITEM 

0 

C/4 

F 

i 

LE 

LF 

NB 

n 

T 

TE 

DESCRIPTION 

SYMBOLS 

-1 polar coordinate angle, 6 = cot   (d/jr|) 

sweep angle of a lifting surface 

moment per unit length of a doublet element 

constant, 3.14159 

dimensionless distance from quarter chord 
to center of pressure of angle-of-attack 
vane, T = d/(b/2) 

potential function 

angular location of the center of pressure 
of the angle-of-attack vane 

SUPERSCRIPTS 

value corrected for compressibility 

SUBSCRIPTS 

zero - lift 

quarter chord 

fuselage 

the ith point along a body 

leading edge 

local flow 

noseboom 

spanwise station influencing upwash at 
station v 

radial direction 

center of pressure of angle-of-attack vane 

spanwise station where upwash estimates 
can be calculated 

true 

trailing edge 
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USCU SI 
UNITS UNITS 

rad rad 

deg deg 

lbf n 

N-D N-D 

N-D N-D 

N-D 

deg 

N-D 

deg 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS AND ABBREVIATIONS (CONCLUDED) 

USCU SI 
ITEM       DESCRIPTION UNITS UNITS                 f 

% 
SUBSCRIPTS 

W wing           

3        value corrected for compressibility                  

Ü tangential direction           | 

I ABBREVIATIONS f   1 
AFFTC     Air Force Flight Test Center           

AWACS     Airborne Warning and Control System                  

FORTRAN   FORmula TRANslation programming language              

NASA/ARC  NASA/Ames Research Center           

NASA/DFRC NASA/Dryden Flight Research Center           

NBIU      noseboom instrumentation unit           

Saab      Saab-Scania AB           

SI        International System of Units           

TACT      Transonic Aircraft Technology Program                

USCU      U. S. Customary Units           

WINGLETS  USAF/NASA KC-135/WINGLETS Program           

J 
1 

s 
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YRGGY-RRGRLLO ANALYSIS 

Th« application of the Yaggy-Rogallo technique to flight test vehicles 
requires a functional and geometric analysis of the aircraft.  The Yaggy- 
Rogallo technique allows analysis of two functional types of bodies.  The 
actual test aircraft must be represented by a collection of bodies of rev- 
olution and thin-airfoil type lifting surfaces.  Bodies which are not pri- 
marily lifting surfaces such as nosebooms, fuselages, wing-mounted nacelles, 
and external stores are treated as bodies of revolution. Conventional wings, 
canards, and horizontal tails (if treated at all) are treated by thin air- 
foil theory.  The analysis of the actual vehicle find division into compo- 
nents is the first and most important step in Yaggy-Rogallo analysis. 

Most vehicles are easily analyzed and the definition of the components 
rather straightforward.  There are, however, many new and unique aircraft 
that are not easily analyzed.  Bodies such as the Airborne Warning and Con- 
trol System (AWACS) fuselage-mounted radome, for instance, are not easily 
categorized.  More common are aircraft such as the F-16 and F-18 which have 
strakes extending forward alonq the side of the fuselage. The strakes are 
not efficient lifters at low angles of attack and have such a low aspect 
ratio that they are not easily handled by thin-airfoil theory.  If the 
strakes are included in the fuselage analysis, they cause much greater 
apparent fuselage area than would be obtained from the equivalent-circular- 
body analysis described in the following sections. The "chine"-type fuse- 
lage such as the SR-71 present the same problem to a greater degree. Al- 
though no quantitative guidance could be provided, it appears that some 
combination of increasing the effective diameter of the fuselage and treat- 
ing them as a very low aspect ratio canard would be appropriate. Another 
problem arises from wings such as those of the Saab JA37 "Viggen" which have 
changes in leading edge sweep with spanwise station.  Since the theory dis- 
cussed in later sections assumes a straight quarter-chord line, it is 
necessary to define an equivalent wing with slightly different geometry and 
straight quarter-chord.  These examples demonstrate the need for a careful 
analysis of the vehicle and the possibility of the need to change the geo- 
metric characteristics to get an equivalent aerodynamic representation. 

The upwash of each component obtained from the previous analysis is 
obtained from an independent analysis of upwash and the results summed. 
In most cases the results are summed with no regard for interference 
effects. Where required, there are rather simple means of accounting for 
first-order interference effects which have been proven with test data. 
However, for analysis of numerous bodies which are in close proximity and 
with large interference effects, there is no adequate theory for inter- 
ference effects.  Care should be taken in extending the following analyses 
to collections of bodies where interference would be a dominate effect. 

CYUNORICRL C0HP0NMTS 

The upwash estimates for non-lifting bodies which the functional and 
geometric analysis has shown must be treated as bodies of revolution are 
obtained from equations developed in Appendix A. An equivalent body of rev- 
olution, as shown in Figure 1, must be developed for each separate component 
which must be analyzed.  Bodies whose longitudinal axes are not concurrent, 
such as "drooped" nosebooms, must be analyzed separately since the vane 
position relative to the axis is different and the bodies have different 
local angles of attack.  Also bodies having different local angle of attack 
due to induced angle of attack from nearby bodies must be analyzed separately. 
A coordinate transformation must also be made so that distances are 

14 



B) EQUIVALENT BODY OF REVOLUTION 

FIGURE 1: REPRESENTATION OF NON-LIFTING BODIES 

measured forward and aft of the angle-of-attack vane as shown in Figure 2. 
Once the equivalent geometry has been developed, compressibility effects 
can be accounted for by further changes to an "effective" geometric config- 
uration.  These changes allow upwash estimates to be calculated using 
equations developed in Appendix A. 

Experience has shown that bodies with significantly different cross- 
sectional shapes can be represented by an equivalent-body-of-revolution 
analysis with little effect on upwash estimates.  The body of revolution 
is obtained by calculating a radius for a circle with equal area to the 
actual body.  The radius of the equivalent circle, R, is related to the 
cross sectional area, A, by equation (1).  By calculating the equivalent 
radius at enough sections from plotted or tabulated data the body of rev- 
olution can be determined.  The centers of the circles lie on the original 
longitudinal axis and the radii are perpendicular to it.  In determining 
the area of a section, the area attributable to lifting surfaces such as 
wings or tails is ignored except in unusual cases such as strikes which 
were discussed previously. 

I' = -JKF (1) 
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The location of the center of pressure of the noseboom-mountedvane 
relative to the centerline of each component must be specified. The radial 
distance, r, and the angular position, Qf are specified as shown in ^9«« 
2  It is imoortant in establishing the value of fi to realize that the tech- 
nique is"J5£S sensitive to the value of Q and that, in many case., 
there is significant uncertainty in its value.  In most «"«I^Yfuselage 
location of the axis of the equivalent-circular body representing a fuselage 
Js unknown by several inches or more.  For the AFFTC standard noseboom 
instrumentation unit, a +7 inch uncertainty could vary the value of Q from ingtrumenta^ion unit estimate from zero to its maximum and back 

to zero. Wherthereyis uncertainty, it is best to make initial •£££" 
with an n value of 90C and adjust the value based on an inflight calibration. 
However,nwhere6tSe ^ody actually is cylindrical and the relative geometry 
well known such as a probe "fueling receptical, the calculated value of 
$1 should be used. Distances along the longitudinal axis, d, are »«a»u"a 

positive forward of a plane perpendicular to the longitudinal axis which 
Sntains thVcenter of pressure of the angle of attack vane as shown in 
Sure 2.    To amount for compressibility, these actual geometric distances 
must be adjusted by a compressibility factor, 0, defined by equation (2). 
?he effect of compressibility is to create an effective geometry «uch 
that sections forward of the vane appear closer to the vane and sections 
aft of the vane appear farther away.  This continues until Mach number, M, 
of 1?0. Beyond A 1.0 the body has practically no effect and ^«J^^ 
considered to go to zero. For Mach numbers between 0.0 and 1.0 the effective 
distances are defined by equations (3).  The Yaggy-Rogallo equation shown 
as elation (4) was developed in Appendix A and is used to JJ^JJ« *JjtlM 
uowash anale, e, per angle of attack, a. The angle B is defined by equation 
(Has explained in footnote 2 (following page).  After substituting this 
formulation for o into equation (4), it can be completely defined and 
solved. 

-J^? (2) 

d = d«P 

d = d/<? 

d > o (fonward) 

d < o (aft) 
(3) 

£ „ St 
a 

n22-cos2a (\ 
 2   I R 

2r     J  o 

2sin6 d6 (4) 

LF 

4i 

II 
li 

6 = cot_1(d/|r|) o <0 < it (5) 
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FIOURE 3> tCWEWrnTION OF BOO I El OF REVOLUTION 

Several solutions to equation (4) are discussed in Appendix A and the 
most practical was determined. The recommended procedure is determination 
of an upwash estimate through summation of upwash estimates for individual 
segments of the body when summed from leading to trailing edge. The body 
is divided into N-l segments by N points where point 1 is the leading edge 
and point N is the trailing edge as shown in Figure 3. The length and num- 
ber of segments should be selected such that the area between points varies 
linearily, or approximately so, between points. Normally, this is accom- 
plished by selecting points from the fuselage area versus fuselage station 
plot in such a manner that a straight line between points closely approx- 
imates the curve. The fuselage stations must be transformed into distances 

2 -1 
The equation 8 = cot  (d/[r|) is the necessary representation of the angle 6 

As the value of d moves from far upstream (d = +•») to far downstream (d = -») 
the angle 9 moves from 0 to TT as shown in the sketch of the cotangent func- 
tion.  However, most computers do not allow the inverse cotangent function 
and the inverse tangent function must be used instead.  The equation 
6 = tan  (|r|/d) for 0 <  9 <_ TT is equally valid as the cotangent function. 
Most computers, however, return inverse tangent values between -TT/2 and 
TT/2 since this avoids the discontinuity at 9 = TT/2 as shown on the sketch 
of the tangent function.  In this case the equation must be implemented as 

=  tan_1(|r|/d) 

-1 

(r/d)M) 

9  =  tan  "(jrj/d)   + TT (|r|/d)'0 

so  that 9  will move   from 0 to TT  as d moves  from +°° to -■>. 

YsCOT(X) Y*TANtX> 

-t 

II 



forward or aft of the center of pressure of the vane using equation (6). 
The corresponding fuselage area must be transformed to the radius of the 
equivalent circle using equation (7). The distances must be converted to 
effective distances for each Mach number where upwash estimates are desired 
using S calculated using equation (2). The effective distances and cor- 
responding effective angles are defined in equations (8) and (9) respec- 
tively.  Upwash estimates in terms of e/a can then be calculated using 
equation (10). The calculations in equations (8), (9), and (10) must be 
repeated for each Mach number, thus 3 value, where upwash estimates are 
desired. This process is demonstrated fully in the Procedural Applications 
section of this memorandum. 

d. • FS -FS. l    v  i 
(6) 

(7) 

d. = di. 

di = d^ 

d > o (forward) 

d < o (aft) 
(8) 

3. = cot  (d./|r|) (9) 

2     2 
e   sin n-cos 3 
a       , 2 2r 

[K. (sin9.-sin0._i) + K, (cosQ.^-cos^) ] 

i = 2 (10) 

2    2 
where   *1  = (R^j-Rf) / (cotS^-cote^ 

K, * -K.COte. + R. 
2     1    l    i 

The summation procedure is very repetitive and becomes tedious when 
many upwash estimates at several Mach numbers must be nade. A FORTRAN V 
computer program has been written which implements this procedure.  It is 
described fully and in detail in Appendix D. 



LIFTINO SURFACE COflPOKMTS 

j The upwaah estimates for component« to be treated aa thin-airfolia, 
as shown by functional and geometric analysis, ara obtained from equa- 
tions developed in Appendix B. The lifting surfaces must be analyzed and, 
if necessary, equivalent planforms must be developed and equivalent geometric 
characteristics such as area, quarter-chord sweep, aspect ratio, and span 
be determined.  From these geometric values the upwash estimates for the 
lifting surfaces can be determined. 

Experience has shown that unless the planform of the lifting surface 
differs significantly from usual configurations, the upwash can be deter- 
mined from curves or the equation developed in Appendix B.  The develop- 
ment assumes that all lifting surfaces be in the horizontal plane of the 
angle-of-attack vanes and that the vanes are located midspan of the lift- 
ing surface. Thus, the location of the vanes relative to the lifting 
surface are specified by the nondimensional distance, T, defined by 
equation (11). The effective wing sweep, Aß, can be calculated by using 
equation (12).  These values can be used inpequation (13) or the curve 
in Figure 4 to obtain the upwash parameter EAR/CL- The upwash parameter for 
lifting surfaces e/C can then be determined by dividing eAR/C by aspect 
ratio.  It is highly recommended that the estimates be implemented in terms 
of e/C. for data reduction and analysis. When this is not possible, it 
may be necessary to accept increased uncertainty and modify the form of the 
correction as described in the Combination of Component Estimates section. 

(FSv-FSc/4) / (b/2) (11) 

A,  =  tan-1(tanAc/4/B) (12) 

r.AR/P     =   l0l
A*°9<T/*>   *   *S   +   C] (T/r,,   >   0.4 

L (13) 
where    A - -1.488973010 

II = -0.008447868 
r ■ -1.0993PR684 

COM (NAT I ON OF COMPONENT EOT UNITES 

The upwash estimates from various components must be combined during 
data reduction and analysis to give a total estimate of the upwash angle. 
The combination of upwash estimates should normally be a straightforward 
process of combining the estimates for the non-lifting surfaces, combin- 
ing the estimates for lifting surfaces, and adding the results. The 
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process can become more complicated if it is determined to be necessary 
to include the first order effects due to interference. The process becomes 
still more complicated and significantly less accurate if the user chooses 
to modify the form of the lifting surface estimates from values of e/C. 
to values of e/a. The values of lift-curve slope and zero-lift angle of at- 
tack vary greatly across the lift coefficient range and may introduce large 
errors when used during the modification. Car« should be taken during the 
combining process to insure the best, practical result is obtained. 

COW I MAT I ON OF HtH-LIFTH» COfftMOg EMIWWTgS: 

The combination of estimates for non-lifting bodies which are treated 
as bodies of revolution can normally be combined without correction for 
interference effects.  Estimates for a noseboom (NB) and fuselage (F), for 
instance, can be combined using equation (14). The wing angle of attack, a, 
must be corrected for the wing and noseboom incidence angles, i and iN_, 
respectively.  This is the recommended procedure for most applications. 

e = (e/°0HB(a-iNB) + (E/a)p(a-iw) (14) 

The 1st order effects of interference can be accounted for by a simple 
correction discussed in Reference 1. The angle of attack of the various com- 
ponents can be adjusted for upwash of components downstream of the body of 
interest. The angle of attack of the noseboom, for instance, could be in- 
creased by the induced angle of the wing and fuselage at the noseboom. Al- 
though the correction is rather simple, it becomes complicated to implement 
if there are several bodies and adds little to the accuracy of the method 
since first order interference effects are second or third order effects 
on upwash angle estimates. Although the method has proven acceptable for 
a few bodies, the correction may be inadequate for large interference 
effects of multiple bodies such as stores and external tanks. 

COmiMBTlOM OF UFTIH» WgfjjCt E8TIWWTEJ: 

The combination of estimates for lifting surfaces is far more difficult 
than for non-lifting bodies.  If only the wing is involved, the entire air- 
craft lift can be attributed to the wing and tha upwash is simply determined 
from equation (15).  If two lifting surfaces are involved such as a wing (w) 
and canard (c), the equation would be equation (16), Normally it is diffi- 
cult to accurately divide the lift between the wing and canard.  If it is 
possible, it should be remembered that the lift coefficients are based on 
the area and dynamic pressure at the surface. 

(C/C
LV

C
L (15) 

C   "   {C/CL^'\ +   (C/CLVCLC <lr> 

n 
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A simpler, but significantly lass accurate, method is to convert the 
lifting surfaces «»Btimates to an e/a format. The values of lift-curve 
3lope and zero-lift angle of attack vary greatly across the lift coeffi- 
cient range and may introduce large errors in upwash angle estimates. 
This is especially true at high angles of attack where upwash angles are 
large and the lift-curve slope is significantly different than an average 
value for moderate lift coefficients.  The upwash estimate in terms of e/a 
can, however, be determined from e/C. and the lift curve slope, C. , at the 

L La 
appropriate Mach number.  If the angle of attack at zero lift is a., the 
upwash angle is given by equation (17). This method is not recommended and 
should be avoided if possible. 

e = U/Ch) «CL (a-aQ) <(e/CL).CL a) - <<t/C >.CL aft) 
a a 

(17) 

PROCEDURAL APPLICATIONS 

The Yaggy-Rogallo technique was used to make upwash estimates for two 
common flight-test applications. The applications were presented primarily 
to demonstrate the procedures to be followed in developing upwash estimates 
and applying them to flight-test data reduction. The results, however, also 
demonstrated the excellent quality of the upwash estimates and the versatility 
of the Yaggy-Rogallo technique. The first application discussed is develop- 
ment of total up'ish estimates for use in reduction of data from the F-lllA/ 
TACT aircraft.  Development of the F-111A/TACT upwash estimates was a complete 
demonstration of the Yaggy-Rogallo technique and showed the excellent abso- 
lute level of curves obtained using the technique. The second application 
discussed is development of corrections to upwash estimates to account for 
changing noseboom configuration. This application demonstrated the quality 
of relative values between upwash estimates for two configurations and showed 
the versatility of the technique.  Both applications are documented in the 
following subsections. 

F-1UA/TRCT UPMASH ESTIMATES 

The Yaggy-Rogallo technique was applied to the supercritical wing con- 
figuration of the F-111A/TACT aircraft to completely demonstrate a typical 
application of the technique. This aircraft was selected because the vari- 
able wing sweep an<* large Mach number range of the aircraft allowed maximum 
demonstration and verification cf the technique. Also, a large quantity of 
high quality, angle-of-attack-calibration data was available for comparison. 
Upwash estimates were developed for three wing sweeps, and for the Mach 
range from 0.0 to 1.0. The development followed procedures recommended in 
the Yaggy-Rogallo Analysis section of this memorandum entirely as well as 
using some alternative procedures necessary to convert the wing upwash 
estimates from t/C to c/a format. 
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The process of making comprehensive upwash estimates began with a 
preliminary analysis of the test aircraft. As discussed in the Yaggy-Rogallo 
Analysis section of this report, it was necessary to separate the test 
aircraft into a collection of bodies to be represented either as bodies of 
revolution or thin-airfoil lifting surfaces.  Analysis of the P-111A/TACT 
aircraft revealed that only one body of revolution and three lifting sur- 
faces were necessary to represent the aircraft adequately for making up- 
wash estimates. This was due in part to choosing an aircraft equipped with 
the AFFTC standard noseboom instrumentation unit (NBIU). The NBIU has 
unique angle-of-attack corrections dominated by local flow effects which 
can't possibly be estimated using the Yaggy-Rogallo technique» the wind 
tunnel calibration of the NBIU must be used to correct for local flow ef- 
fects. The wind tunnel calibration, however, also contains correction for 
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the upwash of the noseboom used in the wind tunnel tests which normally 
must be corrected as demonstrated in Vie following subsection entitled 
Noseboom Correction Estimates. The F-111A/TACT aircraft was equipped with 
a noseboom which exactly matched the wind tunnel configuration so that anal- 
ysis of the noseboom was unnecessary. As with most conventional tails, 
the upwash of the tail was insignificant and could be ignored. Representing 
the aircraft was thus reduced to representing the fuselage by an eiuivalent 
body of revolution and each of the three wingsweeps by a thin airfoil. Up- 
wash estimates were prepared for the body and each airfoil using procedures 
recommended in the Yaggy-Rogallo Analysis section of this memorandum. The 
upwash estimates were prepared using the production software described in 
Appendix D and are presented as production-software output although the 
same results could have been obtained by hand calculation if desired. The 
resulting upwash estimates were compared with flight test angle-of-attack 
calibrations. 
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Upwash estimates for the F-111A/TACT fuselage were obtained fay «n equi- 
valent-body-of-revolution analysis and the Yaggy-Rogallo production software. 
In order to define the equivalent body of revolution, a graph of fuselage 
area versus f ..^lage station was obtained from the physical description data 
contained in reference 17.  The graph which is shown in Figure 5 had curves 
for total cross sectional area as well as fuselage alone. All curves except 
for the fuselage alone were ignored, and that curve was estimated by a series 
of points chosen along the curve such that straight lines connecting the 
points accurately represented the curve.  In this case twenty-one points were 
adequate to accurately define the curve as shown in Figure 6. The location 
of the center of pressure of the angle-of-attack vane was located at fuselage 
station of -68.45 inches.  As previously discussed, the radial distance and 
angular location were not easily determined.  The radial distance was 
set to the lateral location of 7.875 inches and the angular location was 
set to 90.0 degrees with the intent of adjusting the level of the upwash 
estimation curves based on flight test data.  The data were entered on 
punched cards using the Usr's Guide for the Yaggy-Rogallo Production 
Software as a reference to obtain the deck shown in Figure 7.  The 
input data deck was processed through program BODY to obtain upwash 
estimates. 

HEA01 F-lllA/TACT A 
HEA02FUSELACE 
VANES IN    -68 .45     7.875     90.00 
MACHV 11  0.0 0.1       0.2       0.3 
HACHV 0.7 0.8       0.9       0.99 
AREAV 000.0 0000.0 
AREAV 025.0 0200.0 
AREAV 125.0 2000.0 
AREAV 175.0 2650.0 
AREAV 200.0 3150.0 
AREAV 250.0 4500.0 
AKEAV 275.0 4925.0 
AREAV 40U.0 6275.0 
AREAV 440.0 6875.0 
AREAV 460.0 7575.0 
AREAV 475.0 7600.0 
AKEAV 525.0 6850.0 
AREAV 600.0 6200.0 
AREAV 650.0 5375.0 
AREAV /00.0 4725.0 
AREAV 750.0 3950.0 
AREAV 775.0 3425.0 
AREAV 781.0 1325.0 
AREAV Ö00.0 1025.0 
AREAV 850.0 Q650.0 
AREAV 875.0 0350.0 
END 

0.4 0.5 
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The output of program BODY consisted of two types of lineprintar list- 
ings describing the actual geometric data, the effective geometric data, and 
the upwash estimates. The first page of output shown in Figure 8 printed 
the input and calculated actual geometric data. The output is described in 
detail in Appendix C. The remaining output from the input data cards in Fig- 
ure 7 were pages of the second type of output. One page was printed for each 
Mach number where an upwash estimate was requested. Figure 9 gives an exam- 
ple of a single page for a Mach number value of 0.8. Th«i effective geometry 
and incremental upwash estimates are described in detail in Appendix C but 
the important value is the total upwash estimate in terms of epsilon/alpha 
which is printed at the bottom of the page. These estimates were plotted 
versus Mach number as shown in Figure 10 to give a concise upwash estimate 
for the fuselage. 

YAGGY-Ä0GALL0 Of««» CALCULATION PACE 
GECNETRIC DATA fOR CYLINDRICAL COMPONENTS 1/ 1 

r-lllA/TAU AlKlSAFT 
FUSFlACt - 21 POINTS 

ANCLF-CF-ATTACI- VANt LCCATIOR: 
RADIAL L.1STANCE fi.UH dGLY CbMtRLINt   7.8/50 111 
ANGULAR LOCATION   9C.CCC0 DEC 
LCNG1UD1NAL SUT1L.N l> VAMS  -68.45CC IN 

CCNfctrFNT SRI*  HST»I°I;TIüN: -    ~ 
CKu$">   StCUCNAL LCNGITLUNAL fcLUIVALENT 

HI        LCNGITUCIVAL        ARtA   CF   BLCY DISTANCE   FrfO* RADIUS   AT 
NC        STATm Al   SUT1U> VANt   TL   STATION SIATICN 

( IN) (St   IN) (IN) ( IN) 

1 c.cccc ccroo -6B.450X C.0OW 
2 it .COCO <0C.CCu0 -9J.45O0 7.971« 
3 \/\.cooo «COC.CCOO -193.450G 25.2313 
4 W;.0ü0ü 2c5t.CC00 -243.4500 29.«434 
*> 2Ct.Q00O 315C.IC00 -268.4500 31.6651 
6 2tC.CO0 , 4tcc.tcoo -31«.4500 37.847C 
/ ??«.Ccuo 4925.CCOO -343.450C 19 .3*39 
c <tCC.0UU0 fc<; /',.LCOO -468.4500 44.4922 
9 44C.O0OU (JB 75 .CC0Ü -508.4500 4C.79.C1 

10 Ml .0000 7 *s 7b.CCüu -52a.4500 49.1039 
11 4/5.CCOO /bCt.CCOO -t43.45ÜÜ 49.1849 
12 v. .coco ttibl.CCOO -i*3.4.»ü0 46.695C 
13 tcc.ccutr </CC.CCO0 -668.4900 44.*?« 
14 t-.C .OOoC 5375.CC00 -718.4500 41.3632 
r. HC.000C 4«?5.0C0O -768.4500 36.7814 
\f nc.coco J95C .CLOO -eie.4500 35.458« 
l? 775.CCOO J425.CC00 -U43.450U 33.0183 
18 781.0000 1 J25.CC00 -849.4500 2C.1S48 
19 ktr.OOOD lo/*.CC0U -86». 4500 18.0(79 
/C mC .0000 tbO.COOO -918.4500 14.3841 
.'1 e r. .oooc J5C.0CO0 -943.4500 1C.S99Q 

FlOWIt Si -iOOY- OCOHETKIC MTN OUTPUT FOR F-IUH/TUCT FUKLME 
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YAGGY-RGCALLO   UPbASH   CALCULATION PACE 
UPhASH  ESTIMATE   FCR   CYLINDRICAL   CQPPONENYS 1/   1 

flACh   NUMBER   -     .8CCO          

_ FTTIA/TACI   ATRTTTATl  
FUSELAGE 21   POINTS 

LONGITUDINAL EFFECTIVE EQUIVALENT      INCREPENT 
PT       DI5TANCE   FROM DISTANCE   FRCP RADIUS  ATIN   EPSILTK 
NC        VANE   TO   STATION     VANE   TO   STATION     THETA        STATION             OVER   ALPHA 

TTR1 rn_J nWD1 rnn  

1 -68.450C -114.C833     3.Ü727 O.OCCC     0. 
2 -93.4500 -155.7500     3.C911 7.9768        .2285E-C3 
3 -193.4500 -322.4167     3.1172 25.2313        .1974E-C2 
4 -242.4500                    -1C5./500     3.1222            29.0434        .6451E-C3 

 ; =7iTrRTnr =Tn_^r67__1_T7TO 3176131 ,T247*E-Tr3 

6 -318.4500 -53C.7500 3.1268 37.847C .4232E-C3 
7 -343.4500 -572.4167 3.1278 39.5939 .1664E-C3 
6 -46e.45üü -760.7500 3.1315 44.6922 .6172E-C3 
9 -5CE.4500 -647.4167 3.1323 46.78C1 .1295E-C2 

IC                     -526.4500                    -6bC'.7500     3.1327             49.1039        .5939E-C4 
  n- „^^.-^^  ^rC7VT5UQ—3-#1-j2^ VJVTB^ V422/E-CV 

12 -593.4500 -969.C633 3.133fc 46.695C .1134E-C3 
13 -668.4500 -1114.C633 2.1345 44.4243 .1127E-C3 
14 -716.4500 -1197.4167 3.135C 41.3632 .4998E-C4 
1*: -768.4500 -126C.7500 3.1354 38.7816 .3536E-C4 
16 -618.4500 -1364.C633 3.1356 35.4586 .2499E-C4 

.... T7 _T^_^51DTJ -14X5.750D "3VI3^0" IT.TJITI VS27TE-C5 

18 -849.4500 -liüs.itGÜ 3.1360 20.5368 .1346E-C5 
19 -866.450C -1447.416/ 3.1362 18.0629 .2C22E-05 
2C -918.«500 -1530.7500 2.l3t4 14.3841 .329Ct-C5 
21 -943.4500 -1572.41o7 3.1366 1Ü.555C .8915E-C6 

TCTAt   LPVA5>  TOTTRÄTE   tTTPSTLTlV/ALPHA"! ,4S26E-C2 

FIGURE 9i 'BOOT* UPMR8H ESTIRRTE OUTPUT FOR F-ltlR/TRCT FU8ELR0E 

E I ■■'■-'• -I-I-I-W--!' -rn 
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Hit» UPNR8M ESTlHRTtS: 

Upwash estimates for the F-111A/TACT supercritical wing were obtained 
at three wing sweep angles using a thin-airfoil analysis and the Yaggy* 
Rogallo production software. Leading edge sweep angles of 26 , 35 , and 
58 were selected because they gave a wide range of wing sweep angles and 
because the best flight test data were available. The geometry of the wing 
was obtained from physical description data contained in reference 17. The 
data were for a "theoretical trapezoidal" wing so that it was not necessary 
to develop an equivalent geometry. The physical data used in the analysis 
are presented in Table 1. These data were entered on punched cards using 
the User's Guide for the Yaggy-Rogallo Production Software as a reference to 
obtain the input data deck, shown in Figure 11 for 26 wing sweep, and two 
other decks not shown. The input data decks were processed through program 
WING to obtain upwash estimates for the three wing sweep angles. 

TRBLE I« F-lllfl/TRCT MI NO ORTfl 

ALE 

MING 
5PRN 

R8PECT 
RRTIO -A-C/4 F8C/4 

26.0 
35.0 
58.0 

664.02 
617.34 
471.54 

5.07 
4.39 
2.56 

23.34 
32.42 
55.70 

457.28 
442.96 
384.55 

The output of program WING consisted of a single pagg of lineprinter 
listing for each wing sweep angle. The output for the 26 wing sweep as 
shown in Figure 12 corresponds to the input data deck in Figure 11. The out- 
put which is described fully in Appendix C were obtained for the three wing 
sweep angles and plotted as shown in Figure 13. This is the recommended form 
for using the data in data reduction and analysis and normally the data 
should be left in this form.  It is not, however, compatible with many exist- 
ing data reduction procedures so efforts were made to change the form of the 
data and combine the data with the fuselage estimates to obtain a single up- 
wash estimate. 

MEAOl 
HEA02T«APE/0ID»l   M1NC 
KINGS        IN -68.45 <i-i7.28 
HACHV        11     0.0 0.1 
NACHV 0.7 O.d 
ENO 

F-1UA/TACT   URCKAM 

664.02 b.07 23.34 
0.2 0.3 0.4 
0.9 0.99 

O.i» 

26 toiNc SHEEP 

0.6 

FI0URE lit *MIN0" INPUT 0RTR FOR F-lllR/TRCT 28° NINO 8NCEP C0NFI0URRTI0N 
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CgHBIHgTWH OF feWfOMEWI EtTttWTCt: 

Combination of upwash estimates for the P-111A/TACT aircraft was easi- 
ly accomplished using the procedures recommended in the Yaggy-Rogallo Analysis 
section of this memorandum. However, the c/C. format was incompatible with 
the programs and data base which were used to compare Yaggy-Rogallo results 
with flight test data. The estimates were, therefore, converted to an e/o 
format using the lift-curve slopes contained in reference 18 and presented 
in Figure 14 and zero-lift angles of attack (not presented). The results 
were satisfactory for an angle-of-attack calibration comparison and are 
discussed in the following subsection.  At th? lower lift coefficients (0.1 
to 0.2), however, a 50% difference in satimaurd upwash angle was noted 
between using the average lift curve slope obtained at moderate lift 
coefficients (near 0.465) and the correct one. Although changing from 
e/C. to c/a yielded acceptable r*^ults for this study, it is not recommended 
for normal use. 

C0NPMIS0N MITH FLIOHT TEST DftTftt 

The upwash angle estimates generated for the F-111A/TACT aircraft were 
compared with the actual flight test data obtained during the angle-of-attack 
calibration.  The indicated angle-of-attack values were obtained from the 
AFPTC NBIU on the aircraft and the true angle of attack values were obtaiaMi 
from the inertial navigation and pitot-static systems. The data ware obtained 

YAGGY-ROGALLO UPMASH CALCULATION PAGE 
UPWASH ESTIMATt FÜK LIFTING SURFACE COMPONENTS 1/ 1 

E-lllA/TACT AIRCRAFT 
TRAPE20IUAL WING 26 WING SHEEP 

LIFTING SURFACE GtUNETKIC OfcTAIL: 
LONGITUDINAL STATION OF VANES   -68.4500 IN 
LONGITUDINAL STATION UF APEX UF QUARTfcR-CHORO LINE 457.2800 IN 
DISTANCE FROM APEX OF 0UAR UR-CHQR0 TO VANES IXV). 525.7300 IN 
SPAN lb)   664.0200 IN 
TAU (XV/U/2))   1.5835 B/2 
ASPtCT   KAUi)     5.Q700 
SWEEP   OF   ÜUARTER-CH0R0   LINE     23.3400  0EG 

LIFTING   SUKFACE   UPWASH   ESTIMATES: 
EFFECTIVE        EPSILON   AR 

MACH BETA IAU/BEIA WING   SNELP      /CL tPiIL0N/CL     EPSILON/Ct 
(OiG)                   (RAD)                  (RAO) (0EG) 

0.0000 1.0000 1.5835 <!3.3400 .025482 .005026 .287976 
.1000 .9950 1.591!) 23.'»449 .025241 .004978 .285247 
.2000 .9798 1.6161 23./6B4 .024515 .004835 .277038 
.3000 .9539 1.65V9 <!4.338/ .023298 .004595 .263285 
.4000 .9165 1.727? 25.2111 .021581 .004257 .243880 
.5000 .8660 1.Ö2B4 26.484/ .019349 .003816 .218663 
.6000 .80CC 1.9793 28.3411 .016584 .003271 .18741« 
.7000 .7141 2.2173 31.1410 .013263 .002616 ,1>98S0 
.8000 .6000 2.63V1 15.7222 .009361 .001846 .i057§6 
.9000 .4359 3.6327 44.7098 .004804 .000963 .0551*1 
.9900 .1411 11.22->0 71.8961 .000536 .000106 .006063 

FIGURE 12i "NINO" OUTPUT FOR F-illA/TACT 26° UIN0 SHEEP CONFIGURATION 



from numerous constant-altitude accelerations and decelerations accom- 
plished throughout the flight tests.  The indicated values were corrected 
to remove local flow effects determined from a wind tunnel test documented 
in Reference 19.  The curve of local flow errors presented in Figure 15 was 
used to change the indicated angle-of-attack values to "corrected angle of 
attack" values. The upwash angle estimates presented in Figures 10 and 
13 were then used to obtain "calculated angle of attack" from the corrected 
values. The data a.e presented for 26, 35, and 58 degree wing sweeps in 
Figures 16(a), 16(b), and 16(c), respectively. 

The plots of true angle of attack versus indicated angle of attack show 
errors in indicated angle of attack which are normally attributed totally 
to upwash. However, when the NBIU calibration was applied to obtain the 
corrected angles of attack, about half of the error was removed. The upwash 
angle estimates obtained from the Yaggy-Rogallo technique were applied di- 
rectly without any modification to obtain the calculated angle of attack val- 
ues. As can be noted from Figure 16, these estimates were excellent in pre- 
dicting the upwash angles.  Close examination indicates that the Yaggy-Rogallo 
technique slightly under-estimated upwash angle for the 26 degree wing 
sweep and slightly over-estimated upwash angle for the 58 degree wing sweep 
upwash, but the errors could be easily removed by only a small change in 
level of the upwash estimation curves based on this data.  On the 58 
degree wing sweep plot, several points which lay outside the data grouping 
were removed during analysis. The points were not random scatter but 
were caused by the inability to accurately calculate rate of climb (thus 
flight path angle) from the pitot static system as the aircraft acceler- 
ated or decelerated through a Mach number of 1.0.  These points were 
actually the result of inability to accurately calculate true angle of 
attack and were not related to the NBIU or the Yaggy-Rogallo technique. 

w 

. IYHML DESCRIPTION 
■'•■ ■i-.i.-i.imi-i.-uu.^.ui 

□ 26 NINO 8KEEP 
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A 68 NINO 8NEEP 
—— OUT« FRIRIN06 

0.4     0.6 
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FIGURE 13i F-lllR/TRCT LIFTINO SURFACE UPNR8H E8TIHRTE8 
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NOTESi 
1. NBIU TRUE ANOLE OF SIDESLIP = 0.0 IDE0REES1. 
2. CURVE OBTRINED FROH REFERENCE 19. 
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NOTES: 
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3. DATA OBTAINED FROM LEVEL ACCELERATIONS AND DECELERATIONS. 
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M0SEB09M CORRECTION ESTIMATES 

The correction of the NBIU calibration for changes in nosebooa upwash 
is another important application for Yaggy-Rogallo technique. The NBIU cali- 
bration contains an error in angle of attack due to upwash of the wind tunnel 
noseboom which changes when a different noseboom is used.  Rather than sub- 
tract the whole upwash estimate predicted by Yaggy-Rogallo from the NBIU 
calibration data, the difference in upwash estimates between the wind tunnel 
boom configuration and the test boom configuration is added. This is consis- 
tent with the AFFTC philosophy of making only incremental corrections to 
test data and doesn't tie the user to the Yaggy-Rogallo technique if a new 
and better technique is developed. 

The wind tunnel noseboom configuration shown in Figure 17 was processed 
through the Yaggy-Rogallo production software as was the KC-135/WINGLETS 
noseboom configuration shown in Figure 18. The results of both runs are 
displayed in Figure 19.  The difference curve was entered as a correction 
to the KC-135/WINGLETS upwash estimate and combined with estimates for 
other components. 

HIMO TUNNEL 
NOTEBOOK 

4.W 01«. 

FIGURE 17t NINO TUNNEL NOSEBOOM CONFIGURATION 

KC-13S/NINOLET8 
NOCEB00M 

NOSEBOOM 
TO 

AIRCRAFT 
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FIGURE 16i KC-13S/MINOLET8 NOSEC00H CONFIGURATION 
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8YNB0L DESCRIPTION 

□   KC-135/HIN0LET8 NOSEBOOH 
©   HIND TUNNEL NOSEBOOH 
A   CORRECTION 
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0.000 
0.4     0.6 
MACH NUMBER 

FIOURE 19J KC-135/HIN0LETS CORRECTION FOR NOSEBOOH CONFIOURRTION 

SUMMARY 

The Yaggy-Rogallo technique for estimating upwash angles at noseboom- 
mounted vanes has been documented in this memorandum.  The origin of the tech- 
nique has been investigated and referenced to establish confidence in the 
technique.  The limitations and assumptions have been discussed and recom- 
mendations on use of the technique have been made. The source of all curves 
and equations have been shown and an audit trail of all data has been esta- 
blished. From these investigations, standard software and procedures have 
been developed and documented for future use. 

The use of the Yaggy-Rogallo technique in data reduction and analysis 
significantly increases the accuracy c: angle-of-attack data and reduces 
the work in analyzing upwash calibration data.  By predicting characteristics 
and, in most cases, the level of curves, the technique allows development 
of data reduction curves with minimum effort. The newly developed production 
software produces preliminary curves based on aircraft geometry alone. 
When used in conjunction with an NBIU wind-tunnel calibration to remove 
local-flow effects and an upwash calibration to adjust level of the 
upwash estimation curves, the technique offers a uniform, yet flexible, 
method of obtaining accurate angle-of-attack data. 
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DERIVATION OF 
INDUCED 

APPENDIX R 
THE EQUATION FOR UPWASH AHGLE 
BY A BODY OF REVOLUTION 

INTRODUCTION 

The basic concepts for calculating the upwash angle induced by a body 
of revolution were devr'.oped by Theodor Von Karman in Reference 3. Although 
the goal of the memorandum was calculation of pressure distribution around 
airship hulls, part of the solution involved calculation of a potential 
function for flow around the body of revolution and hence velocity distribu- 
tion.  Paul F. Yaggy applied this theory to determination of upwash angle 
induced by nacelles on the flow at the propeller plane in Reference 1.  In 
his development Yaggy narrowed the development to determination of induced 
angle only and validated the technique by comparison with test data on sev- 
eral nacelle configurations. 

Yaggy's technique was later applied to nacelles on swept wing aircraft 
by Vernon L. Rogallo in Reference 2.  Although Rogallo corrected other parts 
of his analysis for compressibility effects, he applied Yaggy«s nacelle equa- 
tions without correction even at high subsonic Mach numbers. Violation of 
potential flow assumptions at the higher Mach numbers lowered confidence in 
the calculation.  Donald R. Bellman developed a compressibility correction 
to the Yaggy equation which was used in Reference 9.  The correction, which 
was based on determining an "effective" geometry which varied with Mach num- 
ber, allowed acceptable estimation of upwash at all Mach numbers.  Develop- 
ment of the Yaggy equation and the subsequent compressibility correction 
are outlined in the following sections. 

YROOY EQUATION OEVELOPNENT 

The derivation for upwash induced by a nacelle presented in Reference 
1 is suitable for general application except for its restriction to the hor- 
izontal meridian plane. The following derivation of the Yaggy equation 
closely follows Yaggy*s original work except for minor terminology and sign 
changes necessary to make it compatible with currently accepted aircraft 
coordinate systems.  The derivation was also expanded to allow varying rad- 
ial position around the body. 

0E0HETRIC/C00HD1NWTE SPECIFICATION: 

The geometry of an arbitrary body of revolution as specified ir rectan- 
gular coordinates is shown in Figure Al.  The longitudinal body axil, X ax- 
is, is the axis of revolution (axis of symmetry) and is positive forward. 
The lateral body axis, Y axis, and vertical body axis, Z axis, are positive 
as shown. The body is at angle of attack, a, such that a transverse flow 
in the direction of the -Z axis of velocity W is induced.  The angle of 
attack, transverse velocity, and uniform freestream velocity, V_, are rela- 
ted by equation (Al).  The longitudinal velocity component, U, is defined by 
U - V cos (a).  The lateral velocity component is considered identically 
zero for all cases so that angles of sideslip other than zero are never con- 
sidered. 

a  = sin  (W/VT) (Al) 
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FIOURE flls BODY OF REVOLUTION IN RECTRNtULAR C00R0IIMTE8 

The potential function for doublet flow is more simply developed in 
polar coordinates so a coordinate transformation was performed. The angu- 
lar position around the longitudinal axis, Q, and the radial distance from 
the longitudinal axis, r, of an arbitrary point, P, are defined and rela- 
ted to the rectangular coordinate system in Figure A2.  Distances along the 
longitudinal axis are defined by a new variable, d, such that d - 0 where 
the perpendicular plane containing point P intersects the longitudinal axis. 
The sign of distances are determined to be positive when the point P is 
downstream of a doublet element located on an element, dx, of the longitud- 
inal axis. Thus, distances forward of d - 0 are positive and distances aft 
of d - 0 are negative. The definition of adjusted longitudinal distances 
and of the remaining angular coordinate, 6, of the polar coordinate system 
are shown in Figure A3. The angle 0 as defined in equation (A2) goes from 
6 = 0 an infinite distance upstream (forward' to 6 - w an infinite distance 
downstream (aft). 

G = ;ot"1(d/| ■I) o < e < IT (A2) 

90* «* 270* 

FIOURE A2i DEFINITION OF a UNO r 
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FIGURE A3t DEFINITION OF 6  »NO 6 

POTENTIRL FUNCTION OCVELOfWINT ; 

An infinitely long cylinder of constant radius in a transverse flow 
may be represented by covering the longitudinal axis with doublets of moment 
per unit length, u.  If the transverse flow is along the -Z axis and the 
doublets are oriented with their axes along the Z axis, the potential func- 
tion of a doublet element of strength wdx in polar coordinates is defined 
in equation (A3). The potential function for the infinite cylinder can then 
be obtained by integrating equation (A3) from infinitely upstream *here 9 
■ 0 to infinitely downstream where 6 ■ IT. The potential function .s then 
defined by equation (A4).  The potential function for a body of finite 
length may be obtained by integrating from 6 at the leading edge, 8LE, to 
8 at the trailing edge, 8  , of the body as in equation (A5). 

d$ m  ZÜ.  cosP- sine dG 
4TTr 

(A3) 

(A4) 

-cos* [*Tr 
inO dO (A5) 

Potential functions for bodies of varying radius, R, can be developed 
in a similar manner by varying the strength of the doublet elements along 
the longitudinal axis.  The strength of the elements must be related to 
the radius of the body and the transverse velocity by equation (A6).  Sub- 
stituting equation (A6) into equation (A5) yields the potential function 
for a finite body of varying radius shown in equation (A?). 
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V  = 2tRW 
2W (A6) 

T :>r 

reTF -w cosn / * -R2 sinö d0 (A7) 

VfiQOY EQUATION F0RHULWT10M: 

The velocity components V^ and V as shown in Figure A2 are defined 
by equations (A8) and (A9) from References 15 and 16.  Differentiating 
equation (A7) and substituting into equations (A8) and (A9) yields equations 
(A10) and (All) respectively.  The vertical velocity V"2 is then defined 
by equation (A12). 

V = d* (A8) 
r    dr 

V = - i ^ (A9) 
'2 r dn 

Vr /. 

6TF W cosfl I      -   R2 sin0 dQ (A10) 

'LF 

6n 
W sinQ /   ' „2 f e-r 

J        R2 J  8 
r.inO dO (All) 

2r    "LB 

V, = V„«sinQ - Vr«cos^ <A1?) 

Substituting equations (A10) and (All) into equation (A12) and rearranging 
yields equation (A13).  But W - V sin a, or for small angles of attack W 
» V a, so that equation (A13) becomes equation (A14).  However, since the 
induced angle is small, c ■ V /V and equation (A14) becomes (A15). 
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.      w sinWsJs / 6TE
R2  g.ne  de 

^^       ^LE 

(A13) 

Vz - VTa 

.- 

sin2n-cos2n / TE
R: 

2r2   J6LE 

sin8 «39 (A14) 

2 
e _    sin n -cos n / 

7~J* 
TE 

R sine d6 (A15) 

LE 

CBHFWIIBILITY COWUCTIlll: 

Violation of potential flow assumptions used in formulating tha Yaggy 
equation lowered confidence in the results obtained at high subsonic Mach 
numbers.  Donald R. Bellman developed a compressibility correction based 
on determining an "effective" geometry which varied with Mach number. To 
account for compressibility, these actual geometric distances must be 
adjusted by a compressibility factor, ß, defined by 8 ■ /i-M1. The effect 
of compressibility is to create an effective geometry such that sections 
forward of the vane appear closer to the vane and sections aft of the vane 
appear further away. This continues until at Mach number of 1.0 and beyond 
the body has practically no effect and upwash is considered to go to zero. 
For Mach numbers between 0.0 and 1.0 the effective distances are defined 
by equation (A16). The effective angles are similarly redefined in equation 
(A17). Equation (A15) then is transformed to equation (A18) when corrections 
for compressibility are included. 

d =■ d«B 
d - d/P 

d >^ 0 (for/ard) 

d < 0 (aft) 
(A16) 

6 =■ cot"1(d/|r| ) 0 < 6 < IT (A17) 

e _ s 
ü 

in2n-cos2n / 

2r2   J} 
TE 

R sine d9 (A18) 

LE 
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YROOY EQURTION SOLUTION 

The solution of the Yaggy aquation was accomplished by several tech- 
niques to determine the best approach for practical application. The radius 
of the equivalent body of revolution as a function of 8 is rarely an analy- 
tic function, but is usually a graphical or tabular representation. The 
variation of the radius is such that assumptions about the relationship of 
R to 6 are valid only for small ranges of 0.  Equation (A18), therefore, was 
converted to a summation equation so that the integration could be accomp- 
lished over small segments by assuming a relationship between R and 6.  The 
integral portion of equation (A18) could be changed to a sum of integrals 
as shown in equation (A19) or more corcisely in equation (A20). Thus, if 
the body is divided into N-l segments by N points where point 1 is the lead- 
ing edge and point N is the trailing edge, equation (A20) can be substi- 
tuted into equation (Al8) to yield equation (A21). 

f    TE     -  -     f  92     -  -    f  °3      -  ~        /  TF 2 
/    R2sin6 d6 =  /   R sine dG + I   R sinG dQ +•••+ /    R sinO dG 

6LE 9LK 62 Vl <M9) 

/; 

6TE -     ~ 
R2  sinO  clO  =    \       /-     R*  sine dB (A20) 

9LE 

2rT m 8in2n-cos2n \  i -R2 sin- de (A21) 

Further simplification of equation (A21) depended on the method chosen 
to perform the integration.  The term (sin*n - cos'fi) is independent of the 
integration so n was assumed to be 90 degrees so that equation (A21) was 
transformed to equation (A22).  Since the dominant method in past imple- 
mentations had been numerical integration, several numerical algorithms were 
tried first. 

-JL- re. 
- -  —j  >  I -  K sine de (A22) 



HUHCMCBL APPROXIMATIONS: 

The initial algorithm investigated for solution of equation (A22) was 
one that had been used extensively in past application of the Yaggy-Rogallo 
technique.  The algorithm is presented in equation (A23) and assumes that 
the radius of the segment is constant along its length with a value equal 
to the aft radius of the actual segment.  During a sensitivity study which 
is discussed in the Sensitivity portion of this subsection, the algorithm 
was found to have a high sensitivity to the number of segments into which 
the body is divided.  Because of the unacceptable sensitivity, three other 
numerical algorithms were tried. 

N 

sine. (9,-9 i-r (A23) 

The three numerical methods which were investigated were slight varia- 
tions of the same algorithm. In each case the segment lengths were assumed 
to be short enougn that R and 9 could be assumed constant along the segment. 

Rear Radius.  The first numerical method assumed that each segment of 
the body was a cylinder with constant radios equal to the rear radius of the 
segment (R) and angle equal to the average value for the rear of the segment 
(9.) and tne front of the segment 6. . so that equation (A22) was transformed 
into equation (A24). 

i v-^ . v"6i-i _, ^Ri ,ln_,_ (9.-6 (A24) 

Forward Radius. Similarly, the second numerical method assumed that 
each segment of the body was a cylinder with constant radius equal to the 
forward radius of the segment (Ri_i)• The angle equal to the average value 
for the segment was again used on"this method. Equation (A22) was trans- 
formed into equation (A25) using the second parameters. 

N 

i-i 

9.+9 
sxn- T 

i-l (0; •6i-l> 
(A25) 

Average Radius. The third numerical method assumed that each segment 
of the body was a cylinder of constant radius equal to the average of the 
front and rear radii of the segment.  Using these parameters, equation (A22) 
was transformed into equation (A26). 

VRi-i e.+e.   - - 
sin X 3    (6i-e._1) (A26) 
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Equations (A24), (A25), and (A26) were used to evaluate the sensitivity 
of numerical-integration techniques to the method of estimating radius, to 
the choice of number of points, and to round-off and recording errors during 
hand calculation. 

Sensitivity. The sensitivity study was conducted on a typical fighter 
fuselage by picking various numbers of segments, choosing points to define 
the segments, and calculating upwash estimates using equations (A23), (A24), 
(A25), ana (A26). The numbers of points chosen were 9, 21, 42, and 83 points 
along an approximately 900 inch fuselage.  For the 9 and 21 point tests, the 
points were selected to best represent the area versus fuselage station plot 
with straight line segments. The 42 point test essentially defined the 
curve exactly and the 83 points were selected by linear interpolation be- 
tween the 42 points.  The sensitivity of the primary method used in the past 
to the number of points selected is shown in Figure A4 and the sensitivity 
to the number of points and to the method of estimating radius of the three 
numerical-integration techniques are shown in Figure AS. The number of 
points significantly affected the accuracy of the upwash estimates as shown 
by comparison with the optimum solution obtained from exact integration.  If 
either the forward or aft radius of the segment were chosen as in Figure A5, 
the technique did not converge to the optimum solution with 83 points.  If 
the average radius were chosen as in Figure A5, at least 42 points were 
needed and 83 points preferred although 83 points was well within past guide- 
lines for selecting the number of points. The sensitivity of the techniques 
to round-off errors incurred during hand calculation and recording were in- 
significant. 
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The sensitivity study of the numerical techniques indicated deficiencies 
in the numerical method» the prime one being the extreme sensitivity to the 
number of points selected. A user could unknowingly select too few points 
and, coupled with a poor choice of radius, get highly erroneous results.  In- 
creasing the number of points and making other assumptions about variations 
of R with 6 could improve the accuracy of the methods to acceptable levels, 
but make the whole technique ungainly and difficult to implement. Exact 
integration of the integral portion of equation (A22) proved a better alter- 
native than improved numerical techniques. 

CjjgCT IMTCQKftTION TECHM1PUC*: 

Exact integration of the integral portion of equation (A22) is a prac- 
tical and far more accurate means of solving the equation. As with the nu- 
merical methods, assumptions must be made about the variation of R with 6. 
It is not, however, necessary to assume that the segments approach infini- 
tesimal length and finite-length segments may be used. The length of the 
seaments may be as long as desired if the assumed function of R with 6 is 
valid.  Accuracy of the solution is totally dependent on proper selection 
of the function of radius along the length of the body.  Three functions 
of R with 0 were investigated to determine the most practical method for fu- 
ture application. 

Finite Cylinder.  The finite cylinder was selected as the first estima- 
tion of body shape both because of its simplicity and because of its corres- 
pondence to the third numerical technique. The radius of the segment was 
taken as the average of the front and rear radii as shown in equation (A27). 
Using this relationship which makes R independent of 6, equation (A22) can 
be transformed to yield equation (A28).  The integral can be easily evaluated 
to yield equation (A29). 

R 
R.+R. , 1  i~1 (A27) 

l«2 

N ? 

dO (A28) 

(A29) 



Finite Cone.  The finite cone solution was similarly obtained by assum- 
ing that the raUius of each segment varies linearly along the segment. The 
slope of the cone edge is defined by the expression (RJ i - Ri)/@i_i ~ 3.) 
so that the radius is defined by equation (A30).  Using the relationship of 
3 to B defined in equation (A17), equation (A30) was transformed to equation 
(A31). Equation (A31) was rearranged to yield equation (A32).  Equation (A32) 
can then be substituted into equation (A22) to yield equation (A33). 

R  -R  - -. 
R = : 

l :     (d-c^) + Rt (A30) 

R._ -Ri 
R =  L-± i  (cotG-cotO.) + Ri 

cotei-l"cot0i 

(A31) 

R = K.cotO + K2 

whe re    K1 = (Ri_1-Ri)/(cotei_1,-cotei) 

K2 " Ri ~ Kicot0i 

(A32) 

*"*t^ 2cot20 + 2Y.K-cote -f K; I ainß eie Kjl sinf (A33) 

2r* 

.2  „2 (K'-Kj)(cosO -cosO._,) + 2K,K,(sinei-sinOi_1) 

tan(?./?) 
+ Kjln( —- ) 

tan(0._1/2) 

(A34) 



Linear Area. The third exact integration solution was obtained by assu- 
ming that the cross-sectional area of the segments varied linearly along the 
length of the segment.  The area is then defined by the equation (A35).  The 
area, however, is defined by the equation A - nR2 and the relationship of 
9 to 8 is defined in equation (A17) so that equation (A35) was transformed 
into equation (A36).  Equation (A36) was then transformed into equation (A37) 
and substituted into equation (A22) to yield equation (A38).  Equation (A38) 
was integrated to yield equation (A39). 

A. .-A.  - - 
A = ——     (d-d.) + A. 

a. .-a.       x       x 
1-1  l 

(A35) 

R2  -R2 ~     2 
i^ =  hZl i— (cotO-cotCK) + R* 

cotO. ,-cotO. 
l-l     l 

(A36) 

R  = K.cotO + K 

where     K  = ("2_ -R' )/(cotOi_1-cotOi) 

2 K2 = -K.cotBj^ + Rf 

IA37) 

" = -^   >   /-  I K.cot' + K_I ninO dO (A38) 

K1(sirOl-ninOi-l) «■ Slcosn.^-r-onO.) (A39) 
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Sensitivity. The sensitivity of the exact integration techniques to 
the method of estimating radius, to the choice of number of points, and to 
round-off and recording errors was evaluated with the same data points used 
on the numerical-integration techniques.  As expected, all three methods 
were less sensitive to the number of points selected than the numerical tech- 
niques as shown in Figure A6.  The finite cone showed some sensitivity, but 
the finite cylinder and linear area methods were essentially insensitive 
from 21 through 83 points as shown in Figure A6.  Check cases were hand cal- 
culated for all three methods and the finite cone proved to be difficult to 
hand calculate and extremely sensitive to round-off and recording errors. 
No particular problems were noted with the other methods. 

The analysis of both the numerical- and exact-integration techniques 
indicated that the most practical method of solving the Yaggy equation was 
the linear-area-variation method.  Only on bodies which were actually coni- 
cal did the finite cone provide better results, and its added complexity 
and sensitivity were unwarranted.  The linear-area-variation method provided 
the best upwash estimates in practically all cases, was the least sensitive 
to the number of points selected, and was almost as simple and adaptable to 
hand calculation as the numerical techniques.  Therefore, equation (A21) 
was solved using the linear-area-variation method to evaluate the inte- 
gral portion and resulted in equation (A40).  The recommended equation 
for general use and the equation implemented in the production software 
was equation (A40). 

c   si 
ü 

4 

">     2  ^  n""-cos f \  ,   \ 
2r"      4r 

K. (sinO.-sinß•_,) + K0(cos 

2 -> 
where    K = (P" ,-RT)/(cot6. .-cotO.) 

i- l -l  i      l-l    l 
2 K2 = -KjCOtO. + Rf 

(A4*) 
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APPENDIX B 
DERIVATION OF THE EQUATION FOR UPWASH ANGLE 

INDUCED BY AN ARBITRARY WING 

INTRODUCTION 

The estimation of induced velocities and angles in the flow field of 
arbitrary wings is an extensive and complicated subject which received much 
attention by early theoretical and experimental aerodynamists.  The methods 
and theories developed by early researchers were compared extensively with 
test results and experimental data.  Although individual methods compared 
more or less favorably with experimental results, general conclusions and 
trends could be drawn.  The most important conclusion was that most aero- 
dynamic characteristics of a vehicle could be obtained accurately by inde- 
pendent treatment of the wing, fuselage, and nacelle components.  Except 
for flow in the immediate vicinity of the junction of bodies, the aerodyna- 
mic characteristics could be determined based on geometry of individual 
components and combined with similar characteristics from the other compo- 
nents with only simple or no interference corrections.  Another important 
conclusion was that the effects due to thickness, twist, camber, and flap 
deflection could be handled through modification of spanwise loading so 
that the wing could be assumed to be a "thin airfoil".  These conclusions 
allowed treatment of wing induced velocities and angles independent of other 
bodies and allowed treatment by a number of powerful theoretical techniques 
developed for thin airfoils. 

Paul F. Yaggy documented in Reference 1 a technique for estimating the 
upwash angles induced by wings at the propeller planes of aircraft with mul- 
tiple, wing-mounted engines.  Yaggy used basic lifing-line theory to esti- 
mate the wing effects for straight wings in incompressible flow.  Using a 
system of horseshoe vortices and equations from H. dauert in Reference 15, 
Yaqqy estimated the induced angles and confirmed by comparison with experi- 
mental data that the technique gave good results.  He also confirmed that 
the span loading of the wing alone could be used in the technique since dif- 
ferences in span loading caused by nacelles had negligible effect on upwash 
for greatly differing plan forms.  The technique worked well for distances 
greater than 60-percent chord ahead of the leading-edge of the wing and for 
unswept wings of moderate to high aspect ratio.  However, Yaggy recognized 
deficiencies in the technique and recommended that for swept wings and other 
configurations, techniques such as those described by John De Young in Ref- 
erence 5 should be used. 

Vernon L. Rogallo expanded Yaggy's work to swept wings and high subson- 
ic Mach numbers in Reference 2.  Based on Yaggy's recommendation, Rogallo 
incorporated De Young's technique for estimating wing-induced upwash angles. 
In Reference 6 De Young investigated three possible replacements for basic 
lifting-line theory; two were modified lifting-line techniques and the third 
a lifting surface technique.  As expected, the Falkner lifting surface tech- 
nique was most accurate but most difficult and time consuming for making 
estimates of wing-induced upwash angles.  Of the tvo modified lifting-line 
techniques, the Weissinger technique proved superior to the Mutterperl tech- 
nique and gave only sliqhtly less accurate results than the lifting surface 
technique. The Weissinger technique was considerably less time consuming, 
easier, and proved to be the method best suited to an overall study of ef- 
fects of geometry and wing loading on wing-induced upwash angle. The com- 
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parison of the three methods was done by comparing the three methods with 
experimental data of aerodynamic center, lift curve slope, and other aero- 
dynamic parameters.  Because the techniques did accurately predict other 
aerodynamic characteristics, equations developed by De Young in Reference 
4 for induced downwash were considered adequate.  Rogallo adapted the equa- 
tions to upwash prediction by changing the influence coefficients and applied 
the equations to prediction of upwash angle at the propeller planes of wing- 
mounted engines.  He compared the results with experimental data at Mach num- 
bers of 0.32 and 0.90 and at wing sweeps of 0.0 degrees and 40.0 degrees with 
good results. 

The equations developed by De Young from Weissinger and reiterated by 
Rogallo in Reference 2 were not well suited for flight test application.  The 
estimates from these equations were confined to distances close ahead of the 
wing where propeller planes would normally lie.  Also, calculation of upwash 
from the known influence coefficients required inputting estimates of span 
loading which often were not readily available.  Investigation by Don Bellman 
of NASA/DFRC led to a presentation of the data in a concise form which was 
easily used in making upwash estimates for flight test application. 

HEISSINOER METHOD 

The Weissinger method of pred 
lifting-line theory considered by 
nique. The method uses a lifting- 
continuous sheet of trailing vorti 
and variation of the vortex filame 
a finite number of control points 
perpendicular to the surface of th 
control points. Weissinqer invest 
points to accurately represent the 
accuracy with the greater number o 
seven points were used in all refe 
the seven points was specified in 

iction of wing-induced upwash is a modified 
De Young and Rogallo to be the best tech- 
line located at the quarter-chord line and 
ces as shown in Figure Bl.  The strength 
nt is specified by a boundary condition at 
alonq the three-quarter-chord line.  Flow 
e "thin airfoil" is not allowed at these 
igated the use of 7, 15, and 31 control 
wing.  Although there were small gains in 

f points, the gains were negligible and 
renced analyses.  The spanwise location of 
terms of the dimensionless lateral coordi- 

LIFTINO LINE 

-CONTINUOUS SHEET 
OF TRAILINO VORTICES 

FIOURE Bli HEISSINOER ESTIMATION TECHNIQUE 
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nate, n, which was defined by equation (Bl) where y ia the lateral coordinate 
and b is the wing span.  The apanwise location of the nth control point is 
defined by equation (B2). The location of the seven points is shown in Fig- 
ure B2. 

n 

! cos (nir/8) 

(Bl) 

(B2) 

The equations for calculation of induced upwash which Rogallo adapted 
from De Young's development in Reference 4 were the result of Weissinger 
analysis.  The upwash can be calculated it points with specific spanwise 
coordinates, n , corresponding to Weissinger's control points as defined in 
equation (B2) and ahead of the leading edge of the wing. To simplify the 
analysis, De Young assumed symmetric loading so that the analysis could be 
confined to four points (v - 1, 2, 3, 4) and intermediate results, if neces- 
sary, could be determined from interpolation as discussed in Reference 4. 
The equation for induced velocity, W, over freestream velocity, VT, is equa- 
tion (B3). 

(W/VT) -  > a c. (B3) 

n-1 
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The value of V/V is a function of influence coefficients, a , which 
control the influence that the dimensionless circulation, G , at ^ne nth 
semispan station has on the spanwise station v where upwashnestimates are 
required.  The dimensionless circulation is defined by G = r

n/
bv

T where the 
circulation at spanwise station n, r , is dependent on Mach number and geo- 
metry.  Equation (B3) is awkward to work with for quick, easy estimates of 
upwash.  The equation was rearranged and rewritten in Reference 2 to put 
upwash in terms of unit lift coefficient and other more easily understood 
terms.  Equation (B4) is the rearranged equation. 

where 

W/V- 

ScT7k" av f^ \>n 

C„c 

CL5 
(B4) 

n=«l 
Jn 

M    = Mach number 

ß    = /T=W 

CT   = total lift coefficient 

av » average of ratio of actual sectional lift- 
curve slones to theoretical values 

S = total wing area 

C. = section lift coefficient 

c = section chord length 

c ■ mean aerodynamic chord length 

The parameter [C c/C cj is the span loading coefficient which is pre- 
sented in references | ana 7 for numerous, varied configurations.  Results 
in these references indicate that the span loading coefficient is not a func- 
tion of Mach number, but is only a function of effective geometry.  The in- 
fluence coefficients are functions of effective wing sweep defined by equa- 
tion (B5) and dimensionless distance ahead of the quarter-chord line defined 
by equation (B6).  The influence coefficients used throughout this analysis 
are given in Fiqure 17, p. 35-46 of Reference 2. 

tan 

tan," C/4 
(B5) 

distance ahead of C/4 

(b/2) 
(B6) 



8ELLHBN PRRRHETERIIflTION 

Don Bellman of NASA/DFRC simplified application of the Weissinger tech- 
nique in making upwash estimates for flight test use. Through the U3e of 
normalizing parameters, the Weissinger technique was adapted to general 
flight test application and the range of t/ß values extended to values which 
would include nosebooms.  Initially equation (B4) was simplified and conver- 
ted to parameters more generally used b^ flight test personnel.  Since the 
upwash angle, e, is defined by  e = tan" (W/V) = (W/V ) and aspect ratio, AR, 
is defined by AR = b*/s, equation (B4) was rewritten as equation (B7).  The 
value of v can be set to 4 by assuming that the noseboom is on the center- 
line (midspan) of the wing (n = 0) or close enough that interpolation is 
unnecessary. 

CL5 (B7) 

n=l 
Jn 

Research in many of the references indicated that span loading coeffi- 
cients varied very little directly with Mach number but had major variation 
with A. with minor variations due to taper ratio, X.  Further analysis 
showed that the minor variations of span loading coefficient due to taper 
ratio had negligible effect on upwash estimates. Values of influence coef- 
ficient are a function only of T/B and A„ as shown in Reference 2. From 
this functional analysis it was concluded that the parameter eAR/CL could 
be plotted versus T/B with lines of A„.  Bellman generated a curve which was 
disseminated to numerous projects and used successfully both at NASA/DFRC 
and AFFTC.  Several curves derived from the original were obtained from diff- 
erent sources.  Because the curves from different sources differed slightly 
in detail and there were questions concerning the range of independent para- 
meters over which the curves were valid, the original curve could not be 
determined.  Since the original analysis was no longer available, independ- 
ent curves were developed which could be substantiated with data and docu- 
mented. 

DflTR ANALYSIS RNP FHI RIHQ • 

Redevelopment of the Bellman curve was done with theoretical and exper- 
imental data from three references and included twenty-two span loadings sub- 
stantiated by numerous tests and studies.  Data with seven geometric wing 
sweeps were used and in every case possible, the data were used at more than 
one effective wing sweep to insure that A. was normalizing Mach effects on 
span loading.  Taper ratios from 0.0 to 1.0 were used to validate the assump- 
tion that data with all taper ratios could be combined. Aspect ratios from 
2.0 to 10.0 were used to insure that eAR/C normalized aspect ratios effect- 
ively.  A summary of data included in the analysis is given in Table Bl. 

Values of EAR/C were calculated for effective wing sweep values 0.0, 
31.0, 45.0, and 60.0 degrees and for T/B values from 0.15 to 0.70 using aqua- 
tion (B7).  The data were plotted and faired as shown in Figure i>3.  The 
data appear nonlinear at lower T/B values, but become linear above T/S of 
0.4 when plotted on a log-log plot.  Some minor disagreement between the 
data and fairings can be seen at T/B of 0.7 and A. of 45.0 and 60.0. These 
discrepancies were attributed more to inability to accurately read the in- 
fluence coefficient curves than to trends in the data. As stated in the 
note in Figure B3, there is some ordered effect within Ag groupings attrib- 
utable to taper ratio.  Generally lower taper ratios are at the top of the 
grouping and higher values at the bottom of the grouping, but the effects 
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TABLE Bis SUMMARY OF INCLUDED DATA 

POINT 

■«■• M/4 
TAPER ASPECT SPAN LOADING COEFFICIENT 

NUMBER RATIO RATIO REFERENCE AND FIOURE 

1 0.0 o.o 0.0 3.0 NACA TN 1491. FIO 10(C) 
2 0.0 0.0     ELLIPTIC LOADINO 
3 o.o 0.0 0.4 10.0 NACA TN 2795. FIO 7(B) 
4 0.0 0.0 0.5 3.0 NACA TN 1491. FIO 10(C) 
S o.o 0.0 1.0 3.0 NACA TN 1491. FIO 10(C) 
6 31.0 31.0 0.4 4.7 NACA TN 1476. FIO 2(D) 
7 45.0 31.0 0.4 4.7 NACA TN 1476. FIO 2(0) 
8 45.0 35.0 0.5 6.0 NACA TN 2795. FIO 3(A) 
9 45.0 40.0 0.4 10.0 NACA TN 2795. FIO 7(A) 
10 45.0 45.0 o.o 3.0 NACA TN 1491. FIO 10(B) 
11 45.0 45.0 0.5 3.0 NACA TN 1491. FIO 10(B) 
12 45.0 45.0 1.0 3.0 NACA TN 1491. FIO 10(B) 
13 60.0 31.0 0.4 4.7 NACA TN 1476. FIO 2(D) 
14 60.0 35.0 0.5 6.0 NACA TN 2795. FIO 3(A) 
IS 60.0 40.0 0.4 10.0 NACA TN 2795. FIO 7(A) 
16 60.0 45.0 0.0 3.0 NACA TN 1491. FIO 10(B) 
17 60.0 45.0 0.5 3.0 NACA TN 1491. FIO 10(B) 
16 60.0 45.0 1.0 3.0 NACA TN 1491. FIO 10(B) 
19 60.0 56.3 0.0 2.0 NACA TN 1491. FIO 7 
20 60.0 60.0 o.o 3.0 NACA TN 1491. FIO 10(A) 
21 60.0 60.0 0.5 3.0 NACA TN 1491. FIO 10(A) 
22 60.0 60.0 1.0 3.0 NACA TN 1491. FIO 10(A) 

were not well defined and are insignificant for almost all applications. 
Althouqh there were perceivable differences between the data fairings in 
Figure D3 and Bellman curves from other sources, the differences are within 
limiis that could arise from interpretation of the data and were ignored. 
The new fairings were used in all analyses in this memorandum and in develop- 
ment of the production software presented in Appendices D and E. 

CURVE FIT: 

The data fairings in Figure B3 were fitted with an equation to allevi- 
ate curve reading in future applications.  The equation (B8) is valid for 
t/3 values above 0.4 and is the recommended procedure to extrapolate to 
T/R values higher than 0.7.  For x/ß lower than 0.4, the data were faired 
at the four wing sweeps where data were available and interpolated to obtain 
values at intermediate wing sweeps.  The results are given in Figure B4. 
Th" assumptions in the technique deteriorate rapidly as T/3 goes below 0.15 
and no confidence is possible in extrapolation below 0.15. 

log (EAR/CL) Alog(T/3) + BAQ + C T/c 0.4 

where (B8) 
A - -1.48897301 
B = -0.008447868 
C = -1.099368684 

SO 
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APPENDIX C 
PROCEDURAL OUTLINE FOR THE YRGGY-ROGALLO 

UPHflSH ESTIMATION TECHNIQUE 

The outline contained in this appendix is a concise presentation of 
the procedures necessary to generate upwash angle estimates usinq the 
Yaggy-Rogallo technique.  It is intended as a quick reference and checklist 
for users who are familiar with the vaqqy-Ronallo technique and does not 
replace tne detailed discussion elsewhere in the memorandum. 

i 
i 
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PROCEDURAL OUTLINE FOR THE YAOOY-ROCALLO 
UPWASH ESTIMATION TFCHNIQUE 

I. Perform Yaggy-Roqallo analysis 
A. Define geometric configuration(s) to be analyzed 
B. Divide aircraft into two foes of comnonents 

1. Non-lifting bodies 
2. Lifting surfaces 
3. Other (see discussion for classifvino components) 

II. Define TTpwash Estimates for Individual Comoonents 

A. Cylindrical Components 
1. Designate individual comoonents 

a) Fach component with non-concurrent centerline 
b) Each component where a seoarate estimate is desired 

2. Define cross sectional area distribution of each component 
a) Obtain definition of  cross sectional area versus fuselaqe 

station for aircraft 
i) Plot 

ii) Tabulation 
iii) Scale drawinq 

b) Eliminate area due to liftinq surfaces such as wings, tails, 
or canards 

c) Generate final olot of cross sectional area versus fuselaoe 
station 

3.  Select points from curve and assiqn numbers 
a) noints selected so that straight line segments connecting 

them adequately define curve 
i) Each data noint consists of two values 

(1) Fuselaqe station 
(2) ("orresnondinq cro'^s sectional area 

ii) At least two noints must h" selected 
(1000 noints is maximum number for use of production 
software) 

iii) Accuracv depends en how w«ll straight-line segments 
represent curve; not on snacinq of noints 

b) selected noints are nur^ered from 1 to M 
i) Point "1" is a*- l«»adipq e^oe o*  bodv ;  j 

ii) Point "*!" i«? at trailino edqe of body 
iii) Points designated at ith point 

4.  Define location of anqle-of-attac): VM» 

a) Lonqitudinal location of anqle-of-attacV vane 
i) Designated »*v center of nr»ssure of vane(s) 

ii) ^uselaae station mus*- he In same rof"»r°nce svstem 
as rest o^ data 

h)  Annular and radial location 
i) ne«*ionated bv r»nt»r of  nressure of vane(s) 

ii) Known q»ometrv 
r ■ distance fron o»nterline to c»nt«r of pressure 
"  = annular location of copter of pros^ur«» wi»-b. 0 

heinq vertical lv above cont»rlin«» (degrees) 
iii) Pnknown georetry 

r ■ distance from nlan» of svmmetry to center of 
pressure 

?.   - 90.0 

THty 



3j • di'?. d >_ 0 (forward) 

a. - dV d < 0 (a't) 
1» 1 

10.  Calculate effective angles corresponding» to «ach geometric 
distance.  Must be r»neated for «ach Mach value and olaced on 

-■ 

5. Select Mach numbers where unwash estimates are desired 
a) Restrietions 

i) Mach numbers must be greater than or eaual to 0.0 
ii) Mach numbers must be less than 1.0 

b) Recommended range and snacino 
i) 0.0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.10 is usually accentable 

ii) 0.0 to 1.0 in steps of 0.025 is more than adeouate» 
iii) Range and snacina should b° adjusted to meet project 

needs 
6. Select "production software" or "hard calculation" approach 

(Results will be almost identical but "hand calculation" is 
long, tedious, and time consuming) 
a) "Production software" approach (consult User's ^uide for 

Yaggy-Rogallo Production Software) 
i) Develop HEADl card 

ii) Develop HF>\D2 card 
iii) Develop VANFS card 
iv) Develoo MACW card(s) 
v) Develoo ARFAV cards 

vi) Run RODY proaram 
vii) Skip to steo II, A, 13. of this outline 

b) Hand calculation anoroach 
i) Establish a work sheet for actual geometric calcula- 

tions » 
ii) Establish a work sheet for effective geometric calcu- 

lations and urwash estimates for each Mach number 
where an uDvash estimate is desired 

iii) Calculate compressibility factor, P, for each Mach 
number and olace a* ton of work she«t 
« » /T^T 

7. Terform coordinate transformation so that distances fore and 
aft are measured from thp center of pressure of the angle of 
attack vane (distances are positive forward) 

i) Equation uses fuselage stations previously determined 

di ' FVFSi j 
ii) Record values on actual g^ometrv worksheet * 

4 
8. Calculate eouivalent radjus a»- each selected fuselage station 

"i - /f^7r i - 1,N | 
1 

9. Calculate effective distances corresoondinq to each geometric 
distance.  Must be reneat*»d for each Mach v*lue a«d placed in 
individual worksheets. * 

individual worksheets. 

I 
*< * cot'Mdj/Sr!)   i - 1,M 



11.  Calculate the contribution o* each segment, A(e/a), to upwash 
angle estimates 

A(s/a) = [K1(sin8i-3in9i_1) + K2(cosei_1-cos8i)] 

where    K±  = (R^.j-R?) / (cote^-cote^ 

2 K- = -K.cote. + R: 2    111 

12. Sum contributions of all seqments to obtain an upwash angle 
estimate for the body at each Mach number. 

t  = sin'Q-cos Ü    J &(£/rt) (for eacn j^^) 
a      2r^    i=2 

13. Plot upwash anqle estimates as e/a versus Mach number and 
check for appropriate characteristics 

B.  lifting Surface rornnonents 

1. Pesiqnate individual components 

2. Define an "equivalent nlanform" for each liftinq surface having 
straight l<»adinc and trailing edges and tins narallel to free- 
stream flow. 
a) TV-fine geometrv of liftinq surface 

i) Fuselao« station of quart»r-ohord line at midsnan, 

ii) Span of liftinq surface, b 
iii) Aspect ratio of lifting surface, AR 
iv) Sweep of the quarter-chord line, 'c- 

b) Define fuselaae station of center of pressure of angle- 
of-attack vanes, FS 

3. Select Mach numbers where upwash estimates are d»sired 
a) Restrictions 

i) Mach numbers must b» greater than 0.0 
ii) Mach numbers must be less than 1.0 

b) Recommended ranqe and snacino 
i) 0.0 to 1.0 in stens of 0.10 is usuallv acceptable 

ii) o.o to 1.0 in steps of 0.07%  is more than adequate 
iii) Rangr? and snacing should b<» adjusted to meet prefect 

needs 
4. Selee* "production softvare" or "hand calculation" aonroach 

a) "Production software" approach (consult Pser's Guide for 
Yaggv-roqallo Production Softvare) 

i) Pevelon HFAni card 
ii) n-velop HFAD2 card 

iii) nevelon Wl"cp card 
iv) nevelon MACH" card(s) 
v) Run WINH prooram 

vi) Skin to si-en IT, B, 7. 
b) "Hand calculation" approach 

i) Establish a worksheet for each Hftinq surface to 
be analvred 



ii) Calculate compressibility factor, ß, for each Mach 
number on place adjacent to the Mach value on work- 
sheet   

ß = /T=FF 

5.  Calculate dimensionless parameters 
a) Calculate dimensionless distance, T, of the center of pres- 

sure ahead of quarter-chord of wing 
T - (FSv-FSc/4)/(b/2) 

ß 
b) Calculate effective wing sweep, A 

Aß = tan
-1(tanAc/4/ß) 

c) Calculate dimensionless parameter, t/ß 

Calculate upwash parameter, eAR/CL 
a)  T/ß   >  0.4 

CAR/CT = 10[
A1^<T/e> + BAß + c] 

Ii 

where A = -1.488973010 
B = -0.008447868 
C = -1.099368684 

b) 0.15 < T/B < 0.4 
Curve lookup 

1 

c) t/ß < 0.15 
Assumptions violated (see text) 

7. Calculate e/CT 
Li 

t/CT = (EAR/CT)/AR 
L Li 

8. Plot upwash angle estimates as e/C, versus Mach number and 
check for appropriate characteristics 

III.  Combine upwash estimates from various components 
A. ylindrical components 

1. Account for incidence angles such as noseboom incidence, iN_, 
and wing incidence, i . w 

2. Combine upwash angle estimates 

e • <c/Ql>NB
(o'~iNB) + (e/ot)F(oi"iW) 

3. If interference corrections are required, see text. 

B. Lifting-surface components 

17 
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1. Develop lift coefficient for each component 
i) Divide lift among component 

ii) Develop CL for each component based on lift of com- 
ponent, area of component, and local dynamic pressure 

2. Calculate total upwash estimate 

£ = ^/CL^-\  + (£/CL»c'CLc 

3. If required, change to e/a format (not recommended) 

e = ((e/CL)-C^a) - ((e/C^) '^Q) 

i) e/C is a function of Mach number 
ii) C  and an  are a function of Mach number and lift 

La     ° 
coefficient 

IV.  Apply Results 

A. Use for preliminary estimate 
B. Adjust level of curve based on flight test data to obtain final 

curves. 



APPENDIX D 
USER'S GUIDE FOR THE 

YflGGY-ROGR'.LO PRODUCTION SOFTWARE 

INTRODUCTION 

The equations and procedures developed for application of the 
Yaggy-Rogallo upwash estimation technique were incorporated in two pro- 
duction computer programs.  Equations developed in Appendices A and B 
were implemented in a manner to insure maximum capability for users with 
a minimum requirement of time and effort.  The language used was American 
National Standards Institute (ANSI) wmWH 77, commonly called FORTRAN 
Version 5 (or FORTRAN V), as described in Reference 21.  This newest 
version of FORTRAN was u,ed to insure the longest possible useful life 
for the software but, more importantly, FORTRAN V supposedly has greater 
commonality among computers than FORTRAN F'.  Ev>ry effort was made to 
create software which would move easilv between computers.  Only a sin- 
gle card, the file declaration or "PROGRAM" card, of each proqram is non- 
ANSI.  No suggested control-card setups w«»re included in the riser's 
Guide since the programs are very small and easily adapted to numerous 
application techniques. 

The two computer orograms corresDond to the t'.?o tvpes of components 
into which an aircraft would be divided in the preliminary staqes of a 
Yaggy-Rogallo snalysis.  Proqram pony is intended for makinq upwash est- 
imates for components which are designated as bodies of revolution and 
program HING is intended for makinq upwash estimates fnr components 
designated as lifting surfaces.  Although the two programs are completely 
independent, there is great similarity in their internal development, 
input and outout, and t^ere is a large deqree of commonalitv in the 
input data cards which reduces the amount of worV to prenare input 
cards.  Both programs extensively check the input data to determine 
any inputs which would cause abnormal termination of the proqram, and, 
to the maximum extent possible, cheek for errors which would give un- 
reasonable results.  Messages are written bv both programs to the user 
if unexpected inputs are encountered to aid in locatinq the erroneous 
card(s).  The following sections describe the input data, the output, 
and error checking for both programs in detail.  If more detail is 
needed, the user should consult the Proqrammer's Ouide or proqram list- 
ings in Appendix F. 

PR00RAN BOOT - B00Y-0F-REV0LUTI0N UPNR8H ESTIMATOR 

Proqram BODY makes unwash estimates for bodies o^ revolution using 
equations recommended in Appendix A.  The proqram does not require the 
user to develop the equivalent body-of-revolution, angular relationships, 
and "effective" geometry required by the final eouations.  Instead, the 
input is in more familiar terms such as lonqitudinal (fuselage) station, 
longitudinal (fuselage) cross sectional area and Mach number, with the 
program calculating other needed parameters.  The proqram can calculate 
upwash estimates for as manv bodies as the user desires durinq a single 
run.  The normal output is a comprehensive, lineorinter listinq of the 
input data, the calculated geometric data, the effective geometric data, 
and the upwash estimates.  Should the user improperly prepare the input 
data, the output data will be greatlv abbreviated and consist of as much 
information as possible on the location and nature of the error.  The 
error messages are outout by error-cheeking portions of code and deoend 
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on the location and typ« of error.  The input, output, and error checking 
are described more fully below. 

BOOY INPUT CflWDS: 

The input cards for program BODY consist of six tvpes of cards which 
are arranged into data sets as shown in Fiqure Dl.  Each card of the input 
data sets contains one of six card identifiers entered as alphanumeric 
data in the first five columns of the card.  The card identifiers are 
used as card titles in discussing the cards as well as serving as flags 
in the error checking orocess.  The remainder of the card contains input 
data to be used in calculating upwash estimates or labeling output.  There 
are limitations on the number and range of some parameters which must be 
observed.  The content of each type of card and limitations on specific 
variables will be discussed in detail below, but th» critical information 
is summarized for quick reference in Fiaure D2. 

HEADl Card. A single HFADl card is the first card of each input 
data se€"i  The card identifier is the alphanumeric characters "HFAf>l" in 
the first five columns.  Columns 6 through BO contain 75 alphanumeric 
characters of user-supplied heading.  This heading is the first of two 
lines of heading printed on each page of output to identify and clarify 
the output. 

HEAD2 Card.  A sinole HFAH2 card is th* second card o* each input 
data set.  The card identifier is the alphanumeric characters "HEAD2" 
in the first five columns.  Columns (5 throuqh 80 contain 75 alphanumeric 
characters of user-supplied h°adinq comprisino th° second heading line 
to be printed on each paqe. 

VANES Card. A single VANFS card is the third card of each inout 
data set.  The card identifier is the alphanumeric charcters ""ANES" in 
the first five columns.  The information on this card specifies the loca- 
tion of the center of pressure of the anqle-of-attack vane relative to 
the centerline of the bodv of revolution and the longitudinal (fuselage) 
station reference plane.  The first parameter is a two-character abbre- 
viation for the units of length in which other parameters will be input. 
Two alphanumeric characters such as "IT?" for inches or "CM" for centime- 
ters are entered in columns 9 and 10 and stored in variable tTNI*f.  The 
only use within the proqram for this variable is as a column heading for 
all columns having units of length; no units checkinq or conversion is 
done.  Nothing adverse will happen within the proqram if the abbreviation 
doesn't agree with the actual units or even if the field is blank.  It 
is important, however, that all values b» entered in consistent units of 
length.  If the vane radial distance is entered in inches, for instance, 
the longitudinal stations must be in inches and th» areas must be in 
square inches to obtain valid results.  Accurate entrv of the units abbre- 
viation will act as a reminder of this fact and is highlv recommended. 
The next parameter is the lonqitudinal station of the center of pressure 
of the anqle-of-attack vane.  The parameter is entT«*d in columns 11 
through 20 in FlO.o format and stored in variable FS"ANF.  The next two 
parameters are the radial distance from t*>e centerline and angular loca- 
tion around the centerline of the center of pressure of the angle-of- 
attack vane which are stored in variables RVANF. and ANVANE resnectively. 
The radial distance is measured from the centerline to the center of 
pressure; it must be non-zero and should he »ntered as a positive value 
in F10.0 format in columns 21 through 30.  The anqular location of the 
center of pressure is measured positive clockwise when facinq forward 
and is zero when vertically above the centerline.  The value of the angle 
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NO 
CARD OF 
TYPE  CARDS VARIABLE FORMAT COLUMNS DESCRIPTION 

HEADl 

HEAD2 

VANES 

1   HEAD 
HEADl 

A5 
T7T 

1- 5 Card identifier - Must be "HEADl* 
6-RO First line of user specified heading 

1  HEAD 
HEADS 

A5 
"Ä7T 

1-5 Card identifier - Must be "HEAD2" 
6-BO Second line of user specified heading 

HEAD A5 1- 5 Card identifier - Must be "VANES" 
"5X "  ?n Blank 

UNIT      Ä2  * 9-10 Two alnhanumeric characters as abbreviat- 
tions for units of innut (eg; IN, CM, FT) 

FSVANE 

RVANE 

F10.0  ll-?0  Longitudinal station of center of pressure 
of angle-of-attack vane 

F10.0  J1-3Ö Radial distance from body centerline to 
center of pressure of anqle-of-attack vane 

ANVANE 
 centeroipressurpoianqie-or-Ktai 
F10.0 31-40 Anoular location of angle of attack 

To"*   41-RO 
Must be in degrees 
Blank 

vane 

MACHV 1   HEAD 
to    
14    
(as  NMACH 

req'd) 

XMACH 

AREAV —T" 
to 
1000 
as FS(I) 

req'd) AREMI) 

A5 Card identifier 
card 

Must be "MACHV" on each 

3X    6- B Blank 
T2    9-10 Number of Mach number values to be read 

from all MACHV cards (Note: This variable 
is active on first card only)  
Seven Mach number values (Note: Number of 
MACHV cards must match exactly the number 
of cards to read in "NMACH" values at 7/ 
card) 

7M0.Ö     11-80 

HEAD     "   "   Ä5"     "    1- 5    Card  identifier - Must be 
card 

"AREAV" on each 

5x    6-10 Blank 
F10.0  11-20  A single longitudinal station value 
F10.A  21-30 A single station area corresponding to the 
    FS value on the same card  

~~5ffx 31-SO Blank 

END HEAD      A5    1- 5 Card identifier - Must be "FND 
 This terminates a data set) 
75*        S^ITO    Blank " "~ 

(Note: 

FIOURE 02i  SUfffMRV OF DATA CARDS FOR PR00RAN B00Y 
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must be entered in degrees in FlO.n format in columns 31 through 40. 

MACHV Cards. One or more MACHV cards follow the VANES card in each 
input data set.  Each MACHV card has the alDhanumeric characters "MACHV" 
in the first five columns as the card identifier. The first MACHV card 
only has variable NMACH in 12 format in columns 9 and 10. NMACH contains 
the number of Mach numbers where upwash estimates are desired.  The num- 
ber of Mach numbers is limited to 98 by program dimensions and efforts 
to enter more values will abnormally terminate the program.  Each MACHV 
card will hold up to seven values of Mach number in 7F10.0 format in 
columns 11 through 80.  Since s»ven values per field for fourteen cards 
yields ninety-eight values, the program expects no more than fourteen 
MACHV cards. The program exoects all Mach number values to be entered 
in the first NMACH fields and only enough cards to contain NMACH fields 
to be in a data set.  Thus, if seventeen Mach number values are to be 
read in, it would require exactly three MACHV card; the first two would 
contain full seven fields each and the third would contain three Mach 
number values in the three left-most fields.  All Mach number values 
must be greater than or egual to 0.0 and less than or eoual to 1.0 as 
assumed in deriving the basic equations. 

AREAV Cards.  At least two AREAV cards must follow the MACHV card(s) 
in each input data set.  Each AREAV card has the alohanumeric characters 
"AREAV" in the first five columns as the card identifier.  The AREAV 
cards contain the longitudinal station/body cross sectional ar»a oairs 
necessary to describe the bodv. Values are entered with one pair per 
card to allow easy insert or removal if it is found that more or fewer 
points are needed to describe the body accurately. The longitudinal 
station value of a pair is entered in "lO.O format in columns 11 through 
20 and stored in the FS variable arrav.  The corresponding body cross 
sectional area of a pair is stored in F10.0 format in columns 21 through 
30 and stored in the same element of the AREA variable array.  The arrays 
are dimensioned to 1000 in the program and exceeding 1000 AREAV cards 
will cause abnormal termination.  The cards must be ordered within the 
AREAV cards in ascending value of longitudinal station.  Two consecutive 
cards with equal values of longitudinal station are allowed to easily 
account for sudden increases in fuselage area such as at inlets.  In this 
case a zero value will be assigned to the increment unvash for the segment. 

END Card.  A single ENP card must follow the AREAV cards to end 
reading of ARHAV cards and to terminate the input data set.  The card 
identifier is the alphanumeric characters "FNn " in the first five 
columns. The rest of the card is blank. 

B6PY »UTPUTt 

The output of program BODY consists of two tvpes of lineprinter 
listings as shown in Figure D3. The first type of listing shown in 
Figure D3(a) lists the actual geometric data for the bodv as input by 
the user and the calculated geometrv for the <»quivel»Pt-body-of-revol- 
ution.  The second type outnut shown in Fiaure r>3(b) lists the effective 
geometric data and upwash estimates calculated for a specific Mach 
number. The format of both tvoes of nages were planned such that the 
actual printing takes only 7.5 inches in width and about i.'i  in length 
with 40 data ooints oer nage and 6 lines per inch.  This leaves adequate 
margins, when trimmed to 8.5 bv 11.n, to olace the pages in notebooks 
and reports.  Both types of pages are repeated as reouired to accommodate 
the number of points up to 1000.  Further details o* both naaes are in- 
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YAGGY-ROGALLO   UPMASH   CALCULATION PAGE 
GECHETRIC   DATA   FOR   CYLINDRICAL   COMPONENTS 1/   1 

F-111A/TACT   AIRCRAFT 
FUSELAGE 21   POINTS 

ANGLE-OF-ATTACK   VANE   LOCATION: 
RAOIAL   DISTANCE  FROM   BODY   CtNItRLINfc  7.8750   IN 
ANGULAR  LOCATION     90.0000  DEC 
LONGITLOINAL   STATION   OF   VANES     -68.4500   IN 

COMPONENT   AREA   DISTRIBUTION: 
CROSS   StCriONAL      LONGITLOINAL EQUIVALENT 

PT        LONGITUDINAL        AREA   Of    BUOY             OISTANCE   FROM RADIUS   AT 
NO        STATION                    AT   STATION                  VANE   TO   STATION STATION 

( IM                              ISO   IN)                              (IN) (INI 

1 0.0000 0.0000 -68.4500 0.0000 
2 25.0000 2CG.O0OO -93.4500 7.9788 
3 125.0000 2000.0000 -193.4500 25.2313 
4 175.0000 2650.CCOO -243.4500 29.0434 
5 2C0.OOOO 3150.COOO -268.4500 31.6651 
6 250.0000 4500.OGOO -318.4500 37.8470 
7 275.0000 4925.COOO -343.4500 39.5939 
8 4CC.000O 6275.COOO -468.4500 44.6922 
9 440.0000 6875.C000 -508.4500 46.7801 

10 460.0000 7575.0000 -528.4500 49.1039 
11 475.0000 /600.0000 -543.4500 49.1849 
12 525.0000 685C.C000 -593.4500 46.6950 
13 6C0.0OOO 6200.0000 -668.4500 44.4243 
14 65C.0000 5 3 75.0000 -718.4500 41.3632 
15 /CO.0000 4725.0000 -768.4500 38.7816 
lb 750.0000 395C.0000 -818.4500 35.4588 
17 775.0000 3425.COOO -843.4500 33.0183 
1» 781.0000 1325.COOO -849.4500 2C.5368 
19 800.0000 1025.0000 -868.A500 18.0629 
20 8 50.0000 650.COOO -918.4500 14.3841 
21 fl/5.0000 350.0000 -943.4500 10.5550 

A) OCOHETRIC DATA 

fWmt  OS« PROGRAM BODY SAMPLE OUTPUT 
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YACGY-KOGALLÜ   ' PWASH   CALCULATION PACE 
UP«ASH   ESTIMATE   FOk   CYLINDRICAL   COMPONENTS 1/   1 

MACH   MJMBEK   *      .8000 

I 
F-lllA/TACT AIRCRAFT 

FUSELAGE 21 POINTS 

LONGITUDINAL EFFLCTIVt EQUIVALENT INCREMENT 
PT DISTANCE FRO« DISTANCE FRO* RADIUS AT IN EPSILON 
NO VANE TU STATION VANfc TO NATION  THETA STATION OVER ALPHA 

( IN» (IN)        (RAU) (IN) 

^|4~ 

i 
1 -68.4500 -114.0833      3.0727                O.OOOC 0.                                                          | 
2 -S3.4500 -155.7500     3.0V11               7.9788 .2385E-03 
3 -193.4500 -322.4167     3.1172            25.2313 .1974E-C2                                   \ 
4 -24J.4500 -405.7500     3.1222            29.0434 .64516-03                                   \ 
5 -268.450U -44?.41b7      3.1240             31.6651 .2478E-03                                     , 
t                   -31d.450u -5JÜ.7500     3.1268             37.8470 .43326-03 
7 -143.4500 -572.4167      3.127a             39.5939 .1864E-03 
8 -4tH.«.500 -7b0.7500      3.1315             44.6922 .6172E-C3 
9 -5C8.4500 -847.4167     3.1323             46.7801 .1295E-03 

IC                     -528.4500 -880.7500      3.132/             49.1039 .5939E-04 
11 -543.450Ü ->05./5O0      3.1329             49.1849 .4237E-04 
12 -59J.4500 -989.Ü6J3      3.1336             4b.6950 .1134E-03 
13 -668.450U -1114.0«33      3.1345              44.4243 .11276-03 
14 -718.4500 -119/.4107      3.1350             41.3632 .4998E-04 
15 -76H.45TO -1280.7500      3.1354             38.7816 .3536E-04 
16 -8Hi 4500 -13Ü4.C833      3.1358             35.4588 .24996-04 
17 -843.4500 -14C5.7500 3.1360 33.0183 .9220E-05 
If -«49.45C0 -lll5./500 3.1360 20.5368 .1348E-05 
19 -hr,H.450u -1447.4167 3.1J62 18.0629 .2022E-05 
2C -91«!.4'JUü -153Ü./50) 3.1364 14.3841 .3390t-C5 
21                     -»43.4500 -Is72.4 U» 7      3.1366             10.5550 .8915E-06 

TliTAL UPhASH   fr t» TIHA IE   UKillUN/ALPHA )   » . <.^6fc-C2 

*? 
i 

B) EFFECTIVE DATA AND UPUflSH ESTIMATES 

FIGURE OS: PROOftAII SOOY SAMPLE OUTPUT  ICONCLUOEO) 
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eluded below. 

Geometric Data. The first page(s) output by BODY for each input 
data set present the geometric data for the case as shown in Figure D3(a). 
The output is identified by the two lines of user-supplied heading 
entered on the HEADl and HEAD2 cards and printed between the dashed lines 
directly below the standard headings.  The next information is the loca- 
tion of the angle-of-attack vane relative to the centerline of the enui- 
valent-body-of-revolution as read from the VANES card.  The radial dis- 
tance from the body centerline and the longitudinal station of the vanes 
are printed and labeled with the dimensional abbreviation inout in 
variable UNIT. It  is reiterated that no conversions or checks are 
done to insure consistency of units.  The annular location is printed 
and labeled in its mandatory units of deqrees. 

The component area distribution is then printed along with prelim- 
inary calculations of the dimensions for the emiivalent-body-of-revolution. 
The point numbers are assigned to longitudinal station values used to 
define the actual geometry of the body ir a consecutive manner as the 
AREAV cards are read.  This is the means o^ identifyina the points and 
segments of the geometric data listinq and corresponding points on the 
effective data listing.  The longitudinal stations and corresponding 
cross sectional area of the bodv at the station are printed exactly as 
read from the AREAV cards in the inout data set.  The longitudinal dis- 
tance from the vane to the appropriate station is the distance used to 
determine upwash and is calculated by the alqehraic addition of the 
longitudinal station and the longitudinal station of the angle-of-attack 
vane.  The equivalent radius at the station is calculated a* the radius 
of a circle having an area eoual to the cross sectional area of the 
station.  All values on the geometric data nage represent purely geometric 
relationships which do not varv with Mach number.  The geometric data 
are output as one set per input data set. 

Effective Geometry and Upwash Estimates.  The second type of page(s) 
output by BODY are the effective q»ometry and upwash estimates shown in 
Figure D3(b).  These values are Mach number dependent and t^er» is, there- 
fore, one set of pages for each fach number requested on the ''ACHV card(s). 
The appropriate Mach number is printed an part o* the standard heading 
on each page directly above the two lines of user-supplied heading from 
the HEADl and HFAD2 cards.  The point numbers on this page directly 
correspond to those on the geometric data.  The longitudinal distance 
from the angle of-attack vane to the longitudinal station is reprinted 
on this page for completeness.  Th» actual longitudinal distances are 
corrected for compressibility which decreases distances ahead of the 
vane and lenothen3 distances aft of the vane to vleld effective geometric 
distances.  The angles between the cnterline o* the body and lines 
connecting the center of the eouivalent circles at each effective station 
are calculated as TÜFTA and printed in units of radians.  The equivalent 
radius at the station, which is r«print.ed for completeness, and THETA 
are the primary inputs to determine the upwash. increment for the segment 
in terms of upwash angle, ensilon, over angle of attack, alnha.  The 
upwash increment for a segment is printed at the longitudinal station for 
the aft station of the segment.  On the last page of listinq for each 
Mach number is printed the sum of upwash estimates for all segments to 
give a total upwash estimate for t*e bodv a«- the given Mach number in 
terms of epsilon over alpha. 

BODY ERROR CHECK IHQ: 

Program BODY performs numerous error checks a« data is read and as 
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upwash calculations are made.  The main purpose of the error checking 
is to avoid abnormal termination of the proqram or to give the user as 
much information as possible on the location and nature of the error if 
termination is unavoidable.  Several minor-error checks are made which 
change internal values which are obviously wrong and would cease execu- 
tion of the program immediately if uncorrected.  These chancres which 
were included mainly to protect the user from gross misapplication or 
keypunch errors are not accompanied by error messages.  Since these 
checks might limit the experienced user, give unexpected results, or 
cause confusion due to apparent inconsistencies, th»v are discussed 
briefly. The main body of the checks are for major errors with input 
data which do not have easily determined solutions and which must term- 
inate program execution.  These major-error checks write error messages 
to the user prior to termination to identify where and why termination 1 
occurred.  Both the minor-error and major-error checks are discussed 
below. j, 

I 
Minor-Error Checking. Errors which appear obvious and usually re- | 

suit from keypunch errors or gross misapplication of the technique were § 
corrected without accomoanying output messages.  This was done to allow jj 
continued execution of the program so that output could be produced to jj 
aid error analysis and so that subsequent data s«ts could be processed. 
In some cases this results in invalid or unexoected results which should 
be investigated and fixed; in other cases it simoly allows data to be 
entered in a convenient manner when it would normally terminate program 
execution. 

Mach number values entered on MACHV cards were checked for values 
less than 0.0 and greater than 1.0.  Obviously values less than 0.0 have 
no meaning and usually result from keypunch errors,  values less than 
0.0 were changed to 0.0 internally hut printed at their original value 
to allow them to be found and corrected.  Mach number values greater than 
1.0 are equally invalid since velocities cannot be induced ahead of a 
body in supersonic flew,  Upwash estimates for »ach numbers greater than 
1.0 were set to zero and execution continued. 

The longitudinal station values input on ARFAV cards to define the 1 
body of revolution were checked on input to insure there were no descen- | 
ding data values,  '''his was necessary to insure valid upwash estimates | 
were obtained. Two cards with the same longitudinal station were allowed, 
however, to conveniently represent step increases in cross sectional | 
area such as at inlets without resort to one station slightlv less and 
one slightly more than the actual station,  An incremental upwash of 4 
0.0 was assigned to the "segment" defined by the two equal longitudinal t 
stations. § 

Major-Error Checking. Checking for major errors which necessitated 
program termination was accomplished in subroutine RDDATA.  Any major J 
error discovered resulted in an error message followed bv proqram termin- 
ation. I 

■ normal program termination resulted from readinq an end-of-file 
designator while attempting to read a HFAM card.  Unexpected reading of 
an end-of-file designator by any other read statement results in the 
statement 

I 
" "   IS   IN  ERROR  -  END-OF-FILF   ENPOttNTFRFn I 

>-     5 mnMOkii»mmm^<<mt^^i*^miei^wmuiiinm»» 



where the quotes have the five alphanumeric characters of the card iden- 
tifier being sought when the end-of-file designator was encountered. 
The input data set should be reassembled with the proper number and 
types of cards. A related message results if the input data set is 
improperly arranged or a card identifier is misspelled.  The statement 

"     " IS IN ERROR - CARD READS " " 

will be printed if an unexpected card identifier is encountered.  The 
first set of quotes enclose the five alphanumeric characters of the ex- 
pected identifier while the second set enclose the eighty alphanumeric 
characters on the card actually read.  Deck must be checked for proper 
order of the input data set. 

Other major errors result from improoer number or arrangement of the 
AREAV cards. As the cards are read, the longitudinal station values are 
checked for ascending order.  If a descending value is found, the state- 
ment 

LONGITUDINAL STATION IS NOT IN ASCENDING ORDER 

is written and execution terminated. The AREAV cards must then be man- 
ually checked and reordered.  If reading of AREAV cards is terminated 
normally by reading an END card and only one ?REAV card has been read, 
the statement 

NUMBER OF LONGITUDINAL STATIONS MT'ST EXCEED 1 

is written.  Since two cards are necessary to define a single segment, 
at least one additional AREAV card must be added to adequately define 
the body of revolution. 

FROMAfl MIN» - LIFTING 8URPRCE UPMASH ESTIMATOR 

Program WING makes upwash estimates for lifting surfaces using 
equations developed in Appendix B.  The user is reauired to inout the 
geometry of the lifting surface to be analvzed and the location of the 
center of pressure of the angle-of-attack vane.  In most cases the test 
aircraft will resemble the Weissinger planform discussed in Apnendix B 
closely enough that geometric datu can be obtained directly from the 
physical description of the aircraft and input into the program.  If, 
however, the test aircraft doesn't match the assumed planform closely 
enough, the user must enter the geometry of an "anuivalent" Waissinger 
planform as discussed in the Yaggy-Rogallo Analysis section of this re- 
port. The program calculates all "effective" geometry to account for 
compressibility effects and calculates uowash estimates.  The program 
can calculate upwash estimates for as many lifting surfaces as the user 
desires during a single run.  The normal output is a comprehensive, line- 
printer listing of the input geometric data, the effective geometric data, 
and the upwash estimates.  Should the user improperly prepare the input 
data, the output will be greatly abbreviated and consist of as much in- 
formation as possible on the location and nature of the error. The error 
messages are output by error-checking portions of cod» and depend on 
the location and type of error.  Th» innut, output, and error checking 
are described more fully below. 
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Him img cmm- 
The input cards for proqram WINC consist of five types of cards 

which are arranged into data sets as shown in Fiqure D4.  Each card of 
the input data sets contains one of five card identifiers entered as 
alphanumeric data in the first five columns of the card. The card iden- 
tifiers are used as card titles in discussing the cards as w«»ll as ser- 
ving as flags in the error checking process. The remainder of the card 
contains input data to be used in calculating unwash estimates or labeling 
output. There are limitations on the number and range of some parameters 
which must be observed.  The content of each type of card and limitations 
on specific variables will be discussed in detail below, but the critical 
information is summarized for nuick reference in Figure D5. 

HEAD1 Card.  A single HFAPl card is the first card of each input 
data set. the card identifier is the alohanumeric characters "HEADl" in 
the first five columns.  Columns 6 through 80 contain 75 alnhanumeric 
characters of user-suoDÜed heading.  This headina is the first of two 
lines of heading orinted on each nage of output to identify and clarify 
the outout. 

HEAD2 Card. A single HFAn2 card is the second card of each input | 
data set. The card identifier is the alphanumeric characters "HEAD2" in J 
the first five columns.  Columns fi through 80 contain 7*S alphanumeric % 
characters of user-supolied heading comnrisino the second headinq line 
to be printed on each page. 

WINGS Card. A single WINns card is the third card of each input 
data set. The card identifier is the alphanumeric characters "WINCS" in 
the first five columns. The information on this card sn»cifies the loca- 
tion of the center of pressure of the angle-of-attack vane relative to 
the location of the lifting surface and the qeometrv of the lifting sur- 
face. The first oarameter is a two-character abbreviation for the units 
of length in which other parameters will b» innut. Two alphanumeric 
characters such as "IN" for inches or "CM" for centimeters are entered 
in columns 9 and 10 and stored in variable UNI*. The only use within . 
the program for this variable is as a column headinq for all column*» 
having units of length? no units checking or conversion is done. Nothing 
adverse will happen within the program if the abbreviation doesn't agree 
with the actual units or even if the field is blank.  It is important, 
however, that all values b* entered in consistent units of l«>nath. | 
If the longitudinal station of the center of pressure of the angle-of- j 
attack vane is in centimeters, for instance, th* lonqitudinal station 1 
of the quarter-chord line at midspan and the span must also be in centi- | 
meters to obtain valid results.  Accurate entry of the units abbreviation 
will act as a reminder of this fact and is highly recommended.  The next 
parameter is the longitudinal station of th«» center of pressure of the 
angle-of-attack van*.  The naraweter is entered in columns 11 throuqh 20 
in F10.0 format and stored in variable FSVANF. The n»xt parameter is 
the longitudinal station of the quarter-chord line at midsnan and is 
stored in variable FSOCL.  FSOfL is entered in columns 21 throuqh 30 in 
F10.0 format.  The last three parameters which give the planform qeometry 
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HEAD2 

1  HEAD 
HEAD1 

A5 
T75 

1-5 Card identifier - Must be "HFAOl" 
P-PQ First line of user specified heading" 

HEAD A5 1- 5 Card identifier - Must be "HFAD2" 
HEAD2     A75~  6-fiO Second line of user specified heading 

WINGS HEAD 

Dijrr 

ÄR 
WSÖCL 

A5 
~lX 

1- 5 Card identifier 
T=~S    Blank       ~ 

Must be "WINCS" 

9-10 Two alphanumeric characters as abbreviation 
for units of input (eg; IN, CM, FT) 

FSVANF " F10.0  11-20  Longitudinal station of center of pressure 
 of angle-of-attack vane  
FSQCL    F10.0  21-30 Longitudinal station of qurrter-chord line 
 at midspan 
STATJ P1ö;T5     TFTti    Span of  li 

Flo. ft 
TToTo" 

31-40    Span of   lifting  surface  
41-50    Asnect ratio of  lifting surface" 
51-60    Wing  3weep of quarter chord  line 

TÜX 61-nO    Blank 

MACHV   1   HEAD       A5     1-5 
to 
14      3x   5- B 

(as 'TTOTI T2 ^TTT 
req'd) 

xMAcH 

Card identifier 
card 

Must be "MACHV" on each 

7Pin.n—rpw 

Blank 
"Number of Mach number values to be read 
from all MACHV cards (*!ote: This variable 
is acti"« on first card only) 
Seven Mach number values (Note: Number of 
MACHV cards must match exactly the number 
of cards to read in "M**ACH" values at 7/ 
card)   

END 1   HEAD AS 

TTx- 

5 Card identifier - Must be "FND 
This terminates a data sot) 

(Notes 

£-B0 Blank 

FIGURE 05i 8UMMRRY OF DATA CARDS FOR FR00RAH MINO 
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are the 3pan of the lifting surface, asoect ratio of the lifting surface, 
and sweep of the quarter-chord line.  The parameters are stored as vari- 
ables SPAN, AR, and WSQCL resoectively.  All three are entered in ^10.0 
format in columns 31 through ^0, 41 throuqh 50, and 51 through 60 respec- 
tively.  The remainder of the card is blank. 

MACPV Cards.  One or more MACHV cards follow the VANFP card in each 
inout data set.  Fach MACHV card has the alphanumeric characters "MACHV" 
in the first five columns as the card identifier.  Th« first "ACHV card 
only has variable NMACH in 12 format in columns " and 1".  NWH contains 
the number of "ach numbers where uowash estimates are desired.  The 
number of Mach numbers is limited to OR bv nroqr.im dimensions and efforts 
to enter more values will abnormallv terminate the nrooram.  Fach MACHV 
card will hold up to seven values of MACH number in 7F10.0 format in 
columns 11 through 80.  Since seven values ner field for fourteen cards 
yields ninety-eight values, the nroqram expects no more than fourteen 
MACHV cards.  The program expects all Mach number values to be entered 
in the first NMACH fields and only enough cards to contain NMACH fields 
to be in a data set.  Thus, if seventeen Mach number values are to be 
read in, it would require exactly three MAW cards; the first two would 
contain full seven fields each and the third would contain three Mach 
number values in the three left-most fields.  Ali Mach number values 
must be greater than or eoual to 0.0 and less than or eaual to 1,0 as 
assumed in derivina the basic equations. 

END Card.  A single FND card must follow the MACH1" cards to end 
reading of ARF.AV cards and to terminate the innut data 3»t.  The card 
identifier is the alphanumeric characters "FNn " in t*e first five 
columns.  The rest of ths card i? blank. 

HINO OUTPUT; 

The output of orogram WINC. consists of a sincile paqe of line- 
printer listinq as shown in Fiaure nfi.  The outnut lists the actual 
qeometric data for the liftino surface as innut hv the user as well 
as the calculated and effective qeometrv at each Mach number reouested 
and unwaah estimates for each snecific "ach number,  ^he format of 
th«» listinq was nlanned such that the actual printinn tikes only 
7.5 inches in width and about 8.5 in lcnq«-h with 4 0 data nnints per 
naqe and 6 lines oer inch,  ""his leaves adeouate maroins, when trimmid 
to 8.5 by 11.0, to nlace the naqes in notebooks and renorts.  ''"he 
pace is reneated as required to accommodate the number of  Mach number 
values requested. 

The outnut is identified bv the two lines of user-sunplied 
headino entered on the HFAD1 and HF^n2 cards and printed between the 
dashed lines directly helov the standard headinns.  The next informa- 
tion is the location o* the liftina surface relative to the center 
of pressure of the angle-of-at*ack vane and *he geometry of the 
planiform as read from the WINCP card,  ^he distances and dimensions 
are printed and labeled with *he dimensional abbreviation input in 
variable TT>JIT.  AS with program nony, no conversions or checks are 
done to insure consistencv of units. 
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YAGGY-RdGALLO   UP»ASH   CALd'.AT IiiN PAGE 
UPwASH   ESTIMATE   FOK   LIFTING   SURFACE   COMPONENTS 1/   1 

F-lllA/TACl   AIRCRAFT 
TRAPEZCIUAL   WING 26   WING   ShEEP 

LIFTING   SURFACE   GEOMETRIC   OtTAlL: 
LCNOIILOINAL    SfATIUN   Ui-    VANt_>      -68.4500   IN 
LLNuITlDINAL   STATION   UF   APfcX   uF   QUAK IEP.-CHORO   LINE 457.2800   IN 
DISTANCE   FRC*   APtX   üF   CUAk Tt P-ChURl)   TO   VANES   (XV». 525.7300   IN 
SPAN   (HI     664.C200   IN 
TAU   (XV/I4/2H      1.5835   B/2 
ASPECT   RATIL     5.C7Q0 
SHtLP   CF   QUASTEk-LHURD   LlNL      23.3400   ÖEÜ 

LIFTING   SURFACE   UPnASH  ESTIMATES: 
tFFECTlVL EPSILLN   AR 

"ACH BETA TAU/8ETA *ING   S*IEP      /CL tPSlLÜN/CL     EPSILON/CL 
(OlGJ                    (RAU»                    (KAOi (OEG) 

C.COOO i.üOCC 1.58.15 2J.i4dO .Ü254B2 .005026 .2d7   76 
.1CCC .995C 1.0915 <M.4<t49 .025241 .00497« .285247 
.z:OCC .979* 1.6lbi Si.ftti<i .024515 .004635 .277038 
.30CC .9*>39 l.t.599 24.JJC7 .02329» .004595 .263285 
.40CC ,^\tt \.im ih.tiii .021581 .004257 .243880 
.500C .abfrC l.tt/'an 2t.4iS4/ .01*349 .003816 .218663 
.60LC .'tCCt 1.977 1 ^t.itil .01o'>B4 .J03271 .187418 
./CCC ./Ml 2.217.1 ll.hlu .U13263 .002616 .149880 
.«OCC .60CC /.<i39l vi.tiss .C09J61 .001846 .105786 
• 9CCU .<«359 3.»  W 44./0SÖ .G048B4 .0009t3 .055191 
• 99CC .1411 U./V50 7i.e al .Ü005J6 .00U1G6 .006063 

FIOURE 06t PROMflH NINO SAMPLE OUTPUT 
■-- - 
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The Mach number data, effective geometry, and uowash estimates 
are then printed with one line oer Mach number value requested. 
The first and second values are the Mach number and corresoonding 
compressibility factor labeled MACH and BFTA respectively.  The 
effective distance of the angle-of-attack vane ahead of the quarter 
chord line in terms of r/°  and the effective wing sweep for the par- 
ticular Mach number value are then printed.  The upwash parameter 
eAR/C calculated for the Mach number value is then printed as 
EPSILON AR/CL in radians.  The upwash angle estimate ner unit lift 
coefficient in radians and then deqrees are printed as EPSILON/CL 
as the last two values. 

HIHO EURO» CHECKIN»: 

Program WING performs numerous error checks as data is read and 
as upwash calculations are made.  The main purpose of the error 
checking is to avoid abnormal termination of the program or to give 
the user as much information as oossible on the location and nature 
of the error if termination is unavoidable.  Several minor-error 
checks are made which changa internal values which are obviouslv 
wrong and would cease execution of the program immediately if 
uncorrected.  ""hese changes which were included mainlv to prot°ct 
the user from gross misapplication or kevpunch errors are not accom- 
^nied by error messages.  Since these checks might limit the exper- 
ienced user, give unexpected results, or cause confusion due to apparent 
inconsistencies, thev are discussed briefly.  The main body o* the 
checks are for major errors wi«-h input data which do not have easil" 
determined solutions and which must terminate nronram execution. 
These major-error checks write error messages to the us»r prior to 
termination to identify where and why termination occurred.  Both 
the minor-error and major-error chicks are discussed h«low. 

Minor-Frror rheckino.  Frrors which ann»«r obvious and usually 
result from keypunch errors or grofis misapplication of the tachnioue 
were corrected without accompanvina output messages.  This was done 
to allow continued execution of the program so that outnut could 
be produced to aid error analvsis snd so that subsenuent data s-ts 
could he processed.  In some cases this results ir invalid or unex- 
pected results v/hich should be investigated and fixed; in other cases 
it simply allows data to be entered in a convenient manner when it 
would normally terminate program execution. 

flach number values entered on MACHV cards were checked for 
values less than n.n »rd greater than 1.".  Obviously values le«is 
than ").0 have nr>  meaning and usuall" result from keypunch errors. 
Values less »-han o.O were changed to 0.0 irt-ernally but printed at 
their original value to allow the*« to be found and corrected.  Mach 
number values greater than 1.0 are eoüall" invalid since velocities 
cannot be induced ahead of  a bodv ir supersonic flow,  t'owash esti- 
mates for Mach numbers greater t-^an 1,"' were c°t to zero and execu- 
tion continued, 



Major-Error Checking.  Checking for major errors which neces- 
sitated program termination was accomplished :n subroutine DATARD. 
Any major error discovered resulted in an error message followed 
by program termination. 

Normal program termination resulted from reading an end-of- 
file designator while attempting to read a HFAD1 card.  Unexpected 
reading of an end-of-file designator by any other read statement results 
in the statement 

"     " IS IN ERROR - END-OF-FILE ENCOUNTERED 

where the quotes have the five alphanumeric characters of the card 
identifier being sought when the end-of-file designator was encountered. 
The input data set should be reassembled with the proper number and 
types of cards.  A related message results i* the inout data set is 
improperly arranged or a card identifier is missDelled.  The statement 

"     " IS IN ERROR - CARD READS " 

will be printed if an unexpected card identifier is encountered. 
The first set of quotes encloses the five alphanumeric characters 
of the exoected identifier while the second set enclose the eiahtv 
alphanumeric characters on the card actually read.  Deck must be 
checked for prooer order of the input data s»t. 

other major errors result from errors ir input data values 
which would abnormally terminate execution. If one or more errors 
are found, a statement 

INPUT DATA FORCES: 

is printed followed by an explanation of the innut data errors.  The 
center of pressure of tha an^le-of-a :tack vanes must be well ahead 
of the guarterchord line of the lifting surface.  If th» distance is 
found to be zero a messaqe 

DISTANCE FROM WINO TO VANE MUST BF N^N-ZERO 

will be printed.  If the value for snan of the lifting surface is 
found to be neqative or z<»ro, a message 

SPAN MUST BE NON-ZFRO, POSITIVE VALUE 

will be printed.  If the value for aspect ratio is found to be 
negative or zero, a message 

ASPECT RATIO MUS* BF NON-ZFRO, POSITIVE VALUE 

will be printed.  The wing swaeo angle of the ouarter-chord line 
must be greater than zero (aft sweep) because no forward sween data 
was analyzed.  If the sween is less than Q.n a message 

SWEEP ANCLES LESS THAN 0.0 ARE INVALID 



is written.  If the sweep is greater than 90.0 a messaere 

I SWEFP ANGLES GREATER THAN 90.0 ARE INVALID 

is written.  If no Mach number values are specified, the program need 
! not be executed; therefore, if the number of Mach number values 

specified by variable MACHS is zero a message 

NUMBER OP MACH NUMBERS MUST BE GREATER THAN 0 

is written. 

Another message is written if the center of pressure of the 
r-i angle-of-attack vanes doesn't lie far enouoh ahead of the quarter- 

chord line.  The production software uses the eouation described in 
Appendix B to calculate the upvash parameter.  As explained in 
the derivation, the enuation is valid only for T/3 values greater 
than 0.4.  Therefore, if T/P is less than 0.4 a message 

TAU/BFTA VALUES LFSS TITAN 0.4 ARF INVALID 

is written. 



APPENDIX E 
PROGRAMMER'S GUIDE AND PROGRAM LISTINGS 

FOR THE YAGGY-ROGALLO PRODUCTION SOFTWARE 

INTRODUCTION 

Programmer information and program listings for the two programs 
developed to implement the Yaggy-Rogallo upwash estimation technique are 
included in this appendix.  Both programs are ANSI-standard FORTRAN V 
with the exception of a single file-declaration list on the first card 
of each program.  Practically no user or programmer guidance is supplied 
as comments within the code because of the extreme simplicity of the 
code and the production nature of the software.  A user's guide to input, 
output, and error checking for both programs is included irt Appendix D. 

Program BODY is the program which calculates upwash estimates for 
bodies of revolution using equations developed in Appendix A and program 
WING is the program which calculates upwash estimates for lifting sur- 
faces using equations developed in Appendix B.  The two programs are 
completely independent, but there is great similiarity in their internal 
development, input, and output.  Information needed to understand the 
working or limitations of these programs or to modify them is included 
in the following sections. 
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PROOftRfl BOOT 

PKOOWan BODY; 

Purpose.  Program BODY implements the Yaggy-Rogallo technique of 
making upwash angle estimates for bodies of revolution.  The body is 
entered as a series of longitudinal station/cross sectional area pairs 
which describe the distribution of area along the body length. At each 
station a radius is calculated which is the radius of a circle having an 
area equal to the actual area at the station. The upwash angle estimate 
for a segment between two adjacent stations is calculated by assuming the 
area of intermediate sections varies linearily as described in Appendix A 
and implemented in equation (A40). 

Conditions of Validity. 

(1) The specified location of the center of pressure of the 
angle-of-attack vane must not lie on the centerline of the equivalent 
body since this is a singularity in the original equations. Mathe- 
matically the radial distance from the centerline of the equivalent body 
to the center of pressure of the angle-of-attack vane, r (variable RVANE), 
cannot be equal to zero. 

(2) Program dimensions limit the body to 999 segments (1000 
longitudinal station/cross sectional area pairs). 

(3) Program dimensions limit the number of Mach number values 
per input data set to 98. 

(4) Mach number values requested must be greater than or equal 
to 0.0 and less than or equal to 1.0 since other values have no meaning 
in upwash calculations. 

Storage Required, 

Octal Words Decimal Words 
PROGRAM        TST5 Tul 
COMMON        15701 7105 
TOTAL 16051 7209 

Subprograms Used. 

ABS,  ATAN,  EPOAL,  RDDATA,  SQRT,  WRITE2 

COMMOM Inputs.  Only the common inputs used by this program are 
described be low. 



COMMON/BBB/FSVANE,RVANE,ANVANE,NMACH,XMACH(98),FS(1000),AREA(1000) 

INPUT DESCRIPTION UNITS 

RVANE Radial distance from the centerline of the equiv- 
alent body to the center of pressure of angle- 
of-attack vane 

ANVANE Angular location of the center of pressure of angle- deg 
of-attack vane around the equivalent body center- 
line with 0 being vertically above the centerline 

NMACH  Number of Mach number values where upwash angle      N-D 
estimates are desired 

XMACH  Mach number values where upwash angle estimates      N-C 
are desired 

COMMON/CCC/NPTS,NPGS,X(1000),R( 1000) 

INPUT DESCRIPTION 

NPTS 

UNITS 

N-D Number of points into longitudinal station/long- 
itudal station pairs used to describe the equi- 
valent body (Number of AREAV cards read by RD- 
DATA) 

X      Longitudinal distances from center of pressure of     t 
angle-of-attack vane to longitudinal station 

R      Equivalent-circle radii at each longitudinal t 
station 

CCMMOM Outputs.  Only the common outputs used by this program are 
described below. 

COMMON/DDD/XE(100Ü),THETA(1000),DELEOA( 1000), SUM 

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION UNITS 

XE 

""HSTA 

Effective longitudinal distances from center of 
pressure of angle-of-attack vane to longitudinal 
stations 

Angle between body centerline and line connecting 
vane and center of equivalent circles 

A(e/u)DELEOA Increment in e/a for a segment of tht body 

E6(t/a)SUM   The sum of A(e/a) values to give the t/n for the 
whole body 

rad 

N-D 

N-D 

^Units specified as units of length, t, are not in any particular units of 
length but all parameters having units of t  must be in the same unit of 
length, e.g., all in inches or all in centimeters. 

1 



Program Description.  Program BODY calculates upwash estimates for 
bodies of revolution.  SODY uses subroutine RDDATA to read a single input 
data set, check the input for errors, and call WRITE1 to print the actual 
geometric data for the body. The effective body geometry is then calcu- 
lated from the act'ial geometry by BODY.  Increments in upwash angle due 
to each segment of the body are calculated using function EPOAL and 
summed by BODY to obtain an upwash angle estimate for the whole body. 
WRITE2 is called to print the effective geometry and upwash estimates. 
RDDATA is then called to read another input data set or terminate exe- 
cution. 

Program Listing. 

PRORPA* ^nvmp»jT,0UTPUT»TAPE5«INPliT#TAPF6»0UTPUT»' BOPY 1 
C FILF   pF<*iAP»TjnM   ti$T  NON-ANSI                       BPOY 2 

C PROGRAM  «nnv   l"r7ÖRT?ÄN"v"?RÖ6»AN   FOR   NAKING  Ü1»WA"SH"F$TIHATFS BPPY 4 
C Fno   RPOTF*   OF   PFwni UTIPN  USING   THE   Y*GGY-*P6ALL0  TECHNTOUF,  THF BPPY 5 
C PFPTV»Tin«(   It   P«l|»TtON^  USED  IN  THIS   f*P6RAH  AND  A  USER'S   GUIOF BOPY 6 
C APE   CPMTATNCO   TN   "A   NETHOD   OF   ESTIMATING   UPWASH   ANGLE   AT  NO$FRnp*-BPPY 7 
C HPUNTFP  V»MF*«,AFFTC-TIN-«1-1»JUNE   1981. BODY 8 
C OUESTTONS,   rnNMFNTS,  OR  REQUESTS FOR  THE  BSER«S GUIDE  SHOULD  BE BODY 9 
C PTRECTE" Tn  KEN   »AWLINGS»   652QTG/ENDT   (STOP  239). AIR  FPRCF   FLTGMT ROPY 10 
r TFST  CFNTFB.enuAPPS   «FB»CA   93523 OP   TeLfPWNE   («09» 277-37*°. BODY 11 
C PFVT*I"N R^nRnt BODY 12 
r WOTTTFM  PY               »AT   JUfNFHANN                                           APR   1980 BODY 13 
C RFVISFO  PY               irfN   R»t*LfN6S                                           »UN   1981 BTDY 

rOHNON/»M/c*VAMF,RVANE»ANVANE#NHACH,«NACH(9B),FS(1000)»ARFAt 1000»BODY 16 
CnHN0N/Cfr/N»T<.N»GSfX<i0Q0i»R(10g0> BPPY 17 
C0NWnN/n"'men&00»,TNETA7l000)»DELF0A»10C0>»SllM BODY IP 

10  CALL   PnDAT» BCPY JQ 
PO  50   J-I.MHAfM PPDV 20 
$il*«0. PPPY |l 
AMACH-YPUruf.n BODY |? 
IFJANArw .IT.   0.0»   AHACH-0.0 BODY 23 
IFIANArH  -r,T,   1,0»   AHACH-1,0 BPPY 2« 
*ETA«Sn»TfKO-UNICH«ANACH) » BODY 25 
PO  10  T.1.N6TS BPOY 26 
TMX<T»     ,L*.   0.0»     GO   TO  20 BODY 27 
XEm-Xm*<»FTA BPPY 2* 
THFTA(T».*.14HO>f/>,o BODY 20 
IFfXEfT»   .Ne.   o.O»   THETA(I)«ATANJABS(RVANE)/XE(I)» BPPY 30 
GO  TT   10 BODY 31 

20   XE(II--O000ooooo.0999 RCDY 3? 
IF(«FTA     .»»c,   o.ft»   XEH)-X(T»/RETA BODY 33 
THFTA(T»-*.1*l'O2A/2.0 BODY 3* 
I*(XE(n   .we,   o.O»   THFTA(I)<ATAN(APS(RVANE»«E( I»)*3.1*150?6 BODY 35 

10   CONTTNH* BODY 36 
no 40 T   •   ?.N»T? BOPY 37 
DFLF0AfT)»0.P BODY 3« 
TMPVAWP         .Eo,                   0,0»  CO TO   40 »POV 39 
IFITMFTAfM   ,FO,   THETA(I-I)T  GO  TO   40 BPOY 40 
OELFQAn»«r»nAL?»fI),R(I-l»,THFTA(I)»THETAJ|-l)#RVANE»ANVANF» BODY 
SUN.?UN*"e»en»»T» BOPY 

*0   fONTINIIf_           BPDV 41 

*5 

Pt 
Of 

n 
CAL»    W»TTP> (»«ArM(J)|                                                                                                         BODY 

50  CONTTMi'F PPDV 
en T" »0 BPPY    46 
FND BODY     47 



FUNCTION EPOflL 

Purpose. Function EPOAL calculates the upwash estimate for a single 
segment of an equivalent body of revolution using the linear-area method 
recommended in Appendix A and implemented in equation (A40). 

Conditions of Validity. 

(1) The angle at the leading edge of the segment, ei-l, and 
the angle at the trailing edge of the segment, °i, cannot be equal. 

(2) The radial distance from the body centerline to the center 
of pressure of the angle-of-attack vane, r, cannot be zero. 

Storage Required« 

Octal Words 

70 

Decimal Words 

56 

Subprograms Used. 

COS, SIN, TAN 

Calling Statement. 

FUNCTION EPOAL (RI,RIM1,THI,THIM1,RVANE,ANVANE) 

Calling Argument Inputs. 

 INPUT  

Ri      RI 

Ri-1    RIM1 

°i      THI 

DESCRIPTION 

Radius of equivalent circle at trailing edge of 
segment 

Radius of equivalent circle at leading edge of 
segment 

Angle for trailing edge of segment 

UNITS 

rad 

o i-1 THIM1 Angle for leading edge of segment rad 

RVANE   Radial distance from equivalent body centerline 
to center of pressure of angle-of-attack vane 

ANVANE  Radial location of center of pressure of angle- 
of-attack vant around body centerline 

Functional Output, 

Output    DESCRIPTION 

A(t/a)  EPOAL  Upwash increment for a single segment in terms of 
upwash angle, e, per angle of attack, a 

deg 

UNITS 

N-D 



Program Listing. 

cUNfTt«™  c»n»l    (OT,PI!«l»THt»THI*l.PVANF,ANVANF) FPOAL 1 
PFAL   KI,K? FPOAL 2 
Kl>((PTN1*oTNH-(Pl*PI))/((\,/TAN(THIftl)l-(l./TAN(THI) M EPPAl 3 
t^?.(PT*PT1-(i'1/TAN(TNTn FPOAL 4 
^HMM-fl*' "5TN(TMT)-SIN(THTHl)))4(K?*(C05(THIMl)-CnS(THT)M FPOAL 5 
CACTHP.ff f «TNfÄWVIMF /ST^P«;» ))**?)-(( CHS ( ANVA *£/57;29«SH ))♦*'» )           "OAl 6 

1                   /(?,*PW»MC*PVANF) F°0AL 7 
FPOAL «CÄrrnP*'!!** FPflAl « 
cwn FPOAL 9 

IB 

12 



SUBROUTINE RQDATR 

Purpose.  Subroutine RDDATA reads one input data set per call, 
checks data tor input errors, and passes information out through common. 

Conditions of Validity. 

(1)  Data must be formated in 80-column card images as described 
in Appendix D, Users Guide for the Yaggy-Rogallo Production Software. 

Storage Required 

PROGRAM 
COMMON 
TOTAL 

Octal Words 
4Ö6 

10030 
10436 

Decimal Words 
2«3 

4120 
4382 

Subprograms Used. 

ABS, SQRT, WRITE1 

Calling Statement. 

CALL RDDATA 

Input File Inputs. 

INPUT DESCRIPTION UNITS 

HEAD1  First line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha- 
numeric characters) 

N-D 

HEAD2  Second line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha- 
numeric characters) 

N-D 

UNIT   Abbreviation for units of length for input values 
(2 alphanumeric characters) 

N-D 

FSV    FSVANF. Longitudial (fuselage) station of center of pres- 
sure of angle-of-attack vane 

RVANE  Radial distance from the body centerline to the 
center of pressure of the angle-of-attack vane 

ANVANE Angular location of the center of pressure of 
angle-of-attack vane around the body centerline 
with 0 being vertically above centerline 

deg 

* 
«I 

u 



NMACH  Number of Mach number values where upwash angle 
estimates are desired 

XMACH  Nach number values where upwash angle estimates 
are desired 

FS     FS     Longitudinal (fuselage) stations used to describe 
equivalent body 

AREA   Longitudinal (fuselage) station cross sectional 
areas corresponding to stations in array FS 

COMMON Outputs.  Only those common values output by this 
subroutine are discussed below. 

N-D 

N-D 

C0MM0N/AAA/HEAD1,HEAD2,UNIT 

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION 

HEAD1 

HEAD2 

UNIT 

First line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha- 
numeric characters) 

Second line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha- 
numeric characters) 

Abbreviation for units of length for input values 
(2 alphanumeric characters) 

UNITS 

N-D 

N-D 

N-D 

COMMON/BBB/FSVANE,RVANE,ANVANE,NMACH,XMACH( 98),FS(1000),AREA(1000) 

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION UNITS 

FSV    FSVANE Longitudinal (fuselage) station of center of pres- 
sure of angle-of-attack vane 

r      RVANE  Radial distance from the body centerline to the 
center of pressure of the angle-of-attack vane 

8     ANVANE Angular location of the center of presure of the 
angle-of-attack vane around the body centerline 
with 0 being vertically above centerline 

deg 

NMACH  Number of Mach number values where upwash a.^gl«     N-D 
estimates are desired 

XMACH  Mach number values where upwash angle estimates     N-D 
are desired 

FS     FS     Longitudinal (fuselage) stations used to describe 
equivalent body 

AREA   Longitudinal (fuselage) station cross sectional 
area corresponding to stations in array FS 

ISE ■•yi*<t*s»->*immB* T5£Sg££3Z!3t -»•>.--*"--.*»,,,"•' 



COMMON/CCC/NPTS,NPGS,X(1000), R( 1000) 

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION 

NPTS Number of points Into longitudinal station pairs 
used to describe the equivalent body (Number of 
AREAV cards read by RDDATA) 

NPGS Number of pages required for NPTS at 40 points per 
page 

UNITS 

N-D 

N-D 

Messages. 

(1) 

Longitudinal distances from center of pressure of 
angle-of-attack vane to longitudinal stations 

Equivalent-circle radii at each longitudinal 
station 

" IS IN ERROR - CARD READS " 

Error message printed when RDDATA encounters an unexpected 
card identifier.  First quotation marks contain card identifier of card 
expected and second prints 80 alphanumeric characters on card actually 
read. 

(2)  LONGITUDINAL STATION IS NOT IN ASCENDING ORDER 

Error message printed when the longitudinal station FS(I) on 
an AREAV card is less than that on the preceding card. 

(3) IS IN ERROR - END-OF-FILE ENCOUNTERED 

Error message printed when an end-of-file is encountered 
during reading of any card other than a HEAD1 card. Quotation marks 
contain card identifier of card expected when end-of-file was encountered. 

(4)  NUMBER OF LONGITUDINAL STATIONS MUST EXCEED 1 

Error message printed when only one AREAV card is read 
and NPTS equals one. 

I 

tOMMi&a —■ —'HIT" 
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Program Listing. 

SUBROUTINE RDOATA 

^SIIlQN/Sft&/Ff^»I^I^A»*E»NnACH*XnACH<98)*FS(10VO)»AREA( 
C3NM0N/CCC/NPTS.NPGS»X(lOQQ)#«(10601 
CHARACTER HEA01*75,HtAD2*75»»lEA03*75»HEAD*5rHEADER*5»UNIT*2 
READ   «HEA01«   CARD ———  
HEADER««HEADl« 
READ(5»100#END«90)   HEAD,HfADl 
IF(HEA0  .NE|I HEADER)   60^T£_5(L _..__.„   _   ___,.     = ._„_..„- 
HEADER«fH£AD2« 
RtAD(»,10fttEND-80)   HEAC.HEA02 

Ka^dkB«1 a^ü-s-is-^  
HEADER««VANES« 
RFAD(5»UO#END«80)   HE AD» UNITES VANE#RVANE, AN VANE 
IF (HEAD .NE,   HEADER)   GO  TO  H 
R£AO  «NACHVT   CARD   
HEADER«« MACHV 

READ(5#12O#END«80)   H£AD,MACH»C 
IF(HEAD  .N§.   HEADER I   GO  TO  5f 
IF   4   ,EQ«   1)   NMACH-MACH 
IMNMACH  .IE.   (J*6>>   GO  TO  2C 

1/   CONTINUE 
READ «AREAV» CARDS   

RDOATA 1 
RDOAJA | 

5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
0 

:XHACH(I),I«J#(J+6)) 

it  HEADER-'AREAV« 

■80)   HEAD»FS(I)»AREA(I) 
END     • )   GO  TO  U 
HEADER)   GO TO >fc 

?.R>KitjtK 
FIHEAD   .EQ.'E 
F(HEAD  ,NE.   H 

.,PTS«MFTl»i 
til)   ■   FSVANt  -  FSU1 
R(l)   «  SORT(ABS(AREA(D)   /  3*1 
IF(I   .EQ.   1)   GO  TO  30 
IF(FS(I).lT.iFS(I-l)>   CO TO 60 

415926) 

3 »  CONTINUE 
<.j   NPGS«(NPTS/*>0)*1 

IFINPTS   .EQ. 
Uli   MRITE1 
RETURN 

1»   GO  TO 71 

6i 

BACKSPACE  5 
«tAD(5,100)   HEAD,HFAD3 
WP ITF(6,1*0)   HEADERiHEAD#HEAD3 
iTOP 

HEADER 

W«ITE(6,150) 
srup 
W>ITE(6»160) 
STOP 
HUTE(6#170) 
STOP 
FORMAT 

0>   FJRHA~  
i6)   FJRHA 
i7«  *3»HAT 

E10 

iaO3)R00A 
RDOATA 
RDOATA 

 *ODATA 
RDOATA 
RDOATA 
RDOATA 

 RDOATA 
KODATA 
RDOATA 
R 

-R 
R-. 
R00ATA16 
JtDDATA17 

-RD0ATA18 
RD0ATA19 
R0DATA2O 
RD0ATA21 
R0OATA22 
RDÜATA23 
R0DATA2* 
RDÜAIA25 

—RDDATA26 

«00ATA15 

«U?K31MTS 

»H»i:hfflHiül»MChNHW 
kT(lHl,«"«#A5#'"   IS   IN   ERR 

"   IS   IN   ERROR  -   CARD  READS   "•#A5#A75 

OR -   ENC-OF-FILE   ENCOUNTE 

»•"•I 
DER* ) 

IM 
RED«) 

mam 
R0DATA29 
KDOATAli 
RDDATA31 
RDDATA32 
RDDATA33 
RDDATA3A 
R0DATA35 
RD0ATA36 
RODATAiT 
RDDATA38 
RD0ATA39 
ROOATAAg 
kDOATAAl 
«0DATA42 
K0DATAA3 
R00ATA44 
RQDATA49 
RCDATA46 
R0DATA47 
R00ATA48 
R0DATAA9 
RDDATA51 
RD0ATA51 
RCDATA92 

 kODATAa)3 
ROOATAS* 
RDDATA55 
M00ATA56 

mmn 
mam 
RCDATA61 
H0DATA62 

■■N_i   •■•■-*■ i. - -- 



8U1R0UTIME NRITELt 

Purpose. Subroutine WRITE1 prints the actual geometric data for 
the body with 40 points per page and up to 25 pages as required. One 
set of pages is printed for each input data set of the input file. 

Storage Required, 

PROGRAM 
COMMON 
TOTAL 

Octal Words —m  
10030 
10441 

Decimal Words 
 2TS  

4120 
4385 

Calling Statement. 

CALL WRITE1 

COMMOM Inputs.  Only the COMMON inputs used by this subroutine are 
descr ibed below. 

COMMON/AAA/HEAD1,HEAD2,UNIT 

INPUT DESCRIPTION 

HEAD1 

HEAD2 

UNIT 

First line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha- 
numeric characters) 

Second line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha- 
numeric characters) 

Abbreviation for units of length for input values 
(2 alphanumeric characters) 

UNITS 

N-D 

N-D 

N-D 

COMMON/BBB/FSVANE,RVANE,ANVANE,NMACH,XMACH(98),FS(1000),AREA( 1000) 

INPUT DESCRIPTION UNITS 

FSV    FSVANE Longitudinal (fuselage) station of center of pre- 
ssure of angle-of-attack vane 

r      RVANE  Radial distance from the body centerline to  the 
center of pressure of the angle-of-attack vane 

s' 

% 

ANVANE Angular location of the center of pressure of      deg 
angle-of-attack vane around the body centerline 
with 0 being vertically above centerline 

NMACH  Number of Mach number values where upwash angle     N-D 
estimates are desired 

I 

17 



XKACH  Mach number values where upwash angle estimates 
are desired 

N-D 

FS FS     Longitudinal (fuselage) stations used to describe 
equivalent body 

AREA   Longitudinal (fuselage) station cross sectional 
areas corresponding to stations in array FS 

COMMON/CCC/NPTS,NPGS,X(1000),R(1000) 

INPUT DESCRIPTION 

NPTS 

NPGS 

Number of points into longitudinal station 
longitudinal station pairs used to describe the 
equivalent body (Number of AREAV cards read by 
RDDATA) 

Number of pages required for NPTS at 40 points 
per page 

Longitudinal distances from center of pressure of 
angle-of-attack vane to longitudinal stations 

Equivalent-circle radii at each longitudinal 
station 

UNITS 

N-D 

N-D 

Printer Outputs. 

INPUT 

NPGS 

HEAD1 

HEAD2 

UNIT 

RVANE 

DESCRIPTION 

Number of pages required for NPTS at 40 points 
per page 

First line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha- 
numeric characters) 

Second line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha- 
numeric characters) 

Abbreviation for units of length for input values 
(2 alphanumeric characters) 

Radial distance from the body centerline to the 
center of pressure of the angle-of-attack vane 

UNITS 

N-D 

N-D 

N-D 

N-D 

ANVANE Angular location of the center of pressure of 
angle-of-attack vane around the body centerline 
with 0 being vertically above centerline 

deg 



FSV    FSVANE Longitudinal (fuselage) station of center of 
pressure of angle-o£-attack vane 

FS     FS     Longitudinal (fuselage) stations used to describe 
, equivalent body 

AREA   Longitudinal (fuselage) station cross sectional 
areas correrponding to station in array FS 

x      X      Longitudinal distances from center of pressure 
of angle-of-attack vane to longitudinal stations 

B      R      Equivalent-circle radii at each longitudinal 
station 

i 
< 

___^^^____ 
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Program Listing, 

3 
■■*■ 

I 

SUBROUTINE  WRITE1 

CaMMaN/BBB/FSVAAI>lvA^»ANVANE#NnACH#XHACH(98>»FS(ieOO) 
C3MH0N/CCC/NPTS»NPGS#Xtlu0ttl,RClt>fe0) 
DIMENSION   LINE6(2),LlNE7?21»LINE8(2l 

WRITE!  1 

,ARE A(1000)WRITE! I 
WR+OE1   4 

HAK.ACTfcR   HEADi*75»HEA02*75#UNIT«2»TITLEl*12.TITLE2*Al 
HA'ACTER  LINE1*30,LINE2*5$»LINE3»50#LINE4*9&#LINE5*28»LINE 6*34 

""   PXNE7*34# LINE8*34#LINE9*52»DA$H4*4,DASH13*13»0ASH15*15 

WRI 

CMAHACTER LXNE7*34#LINE8*34#LINE9*52»DA$H4*4»DA 
DATA TITlEl/»YAGGY-ROGALLO UPWASH CALCULATION*/ 
DATA TITIE2/«GE0HETRIC DATA FOR CYLINDRICAL CON 

"im» 
DATA DASH4#pASH13#0ASH15/i •••  
DATA LINEl/'ANGLE-OF-ATTACK VANE LOCATION«•/ 
DATA LINE2/IRA0IAL DISTANCE FROM BODY CENTER 
DATA LINE3/«ANGULAR LOCATION .•••••••«••. 
OATA LINE4/»L0NGITUDINAL STATION OF VANES 
DATA LINE5/«C0MP0NENT AREA OISTRIBUTIONt•/ 

COMPONENTS«/ 

WR_.„ 
WRITE 
WRITE 
WRITE 

LINE 

 «/WRITE* 
WRITE* 

•/  WRiTsr •/ WRIT! 
•/ 

DATA LINE6/« 
I «L 
DATA LINE7/«PT 

I • 
DATA LINE8/«NO 

• 
DATA LINE9/M 

" GEOMETRIC PRINT 
LPT-0 
03 20 I-l#29 

1)0 
Uj} 

13 > 

pi. 

m 
Ml 
hi 

LONGITUDINAL 
LONGITUDINAL 

DISTANCE FRO« 
STATION 

VANE TO STATICN 
) (SO 

E^IVAL^NT 
AREA OF BODY 
RADIUS AT 
AT STATION 
STATION 

I 

IONA», 
•/ 

:-/ 

.*'/ 
( > 

13 
 ,_I4 
WRITE115 
WRITE116 
*"»ITEll7 
WRITE116 
MRITE1|9 
WR  TEi.24 

DATA   FUR  CYLINDERICAL  COMPONENTS 
(      »«/WR 

WRIT! 
WUTE(6#J 
WUTEI6» 
wRITfc(6#l2li)   DASH15, 
WtITE(6,IA{i)   LINEJ 
WRITE(6#150l   LINEAR 
WRlTE(6»16l 
W9ITE(6#15I 
W?ITE(6.a7i 
WRITE16/.18I 
WRITE<6»1> 
WRITE(6#; 
WUTE(6»3 

   FOR GEOMETRIC 
LEI 

TITLE2>I*NPGS 
DASH15,DASH15»DASH'5,DASH15,DASH19 
HEAD! 
HEAD2 

DASH15»DASHi5,DASH15,DASH15 

WUTE(6»; 
TTE<6,5 

P?INT  0N| 
W?ITE( 

_..   .._   RVANE#UNIT 
I   LINE3*ANVANE 
)   LINE4>F$VANE,UNIT 
I   LIMES 
I   LINE6 
)   LINE7 

LINES 
LINE9 
UNn»UNIT,UNIT#LNIT 

"" "   -ASH15#DA 

 WRITEI27 
WRITE!« 
WRITE129 
WRITE13; 
WRITE13J 
WRITE«« 
WRITE133 
WRITE134 
WR1TE139 
WRITE13* 
WRITE} 
WRI" 
WR 
WRi  

El 5 

OJ  10  J' , 
LPT-LPT*! 
IMLPT . 
WUTE<6#2 
CONTINUE 

DASH4PDASH13#D 
AGE   OF  GEOMETRIC 

,»40 

T  .HPTSJ   RETURN 
20)   LPT»F 

OATA 
SH15»DASM13 

WRI 
WR 
RITE144 

 MR 0E145 
WRITE1 

S(LPTI#AREA(LPT1#XILPT»#RILPT) 
WR 

^'>   CONTINUE 
RETURN 
FORMAT STATEMENTS — — —— 
FJRHAT(1H1,T24,A32»T73»«PAGE«» 
EJRWAKIH »T19»A41»T72,I2>«/«,I2) 

;5A19) 
 ( 

F3RHAT(j 
FJRHATJ] 
FIRMATll 
FTRMAT( 
FORMAT!) 
F3RNAT(; 
FDRMATli 
FIR MAT( 
F3RNAT( 
FJRMATf 
FURMATi 
HD 

#A75 
*A30) 
/TIO,A50»?X,F10.4,1X,A21 
>T10»A9Ö»3X,F10.4#1X,«D£G>) 

WRIT- 
WRITE 
WR TE1-. 

 WR TE193 
WRITE 5 
WRITE' 
WR1TE196 

..«6 
WRITE147 

lTtl46 
WR1TE149 

!) 

w7i?f:iJ WRI 

,M8*A34,A34) 
,T19#A52l 

H>,T20*A2,16X,A2»13X,A2,13X,A2) 
H   ,T09,A4,2X,m#2X,A15,2X,A15,2X,Al3) 
H  ,7X, !4»2X,F13.4#2X,F15.4,2X,F1*.4,2X» F13.4) 

WRITE .99 
WRITElfti 

WRITE ,62 
WR1TE163 
WRITE164 
WRITE; 69 
WRITE 66 
WRITEI67 

A3 

r- 

.»•^ i-*:-,*  . fellffiffi 



8UW0UT1ME HK1TC2; 

Purpose.  Subroutine WRITE2 prints the effective geometric data for 
the body with 40 points per page and up to 25 pages as required. One 
set of pages is printed for each Mach number where upwash estimates are 
requested. 

Storage Required. 

PROGRAM 
COMMON 
TOTAL 

Octal Words 
341 

11633 
12202 

Decimal Words 
231 
5019 
5250 

Calling Statement. 

CALL KRITE2(AMCT) 

COMMON Inputs.  Only the COMMON inputs used by this subbroutine 
are described below. 

COMMON/AAA/H EAD1,HEAD2,UNIT 

INPUT DESCRIPTION UNITS 

HEADl  First line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha- 
numeric characters) 

N-D 

HEAD2  Second line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha-    N-D 
numeric characters 

UNIT   Abbreviation for units of length for input        N-D 
values (2 alphanumeric characters) 

COMMON/CCC/NPTS,NPGS,X(1000),R(1000) 

INPUT DESCRIPTION UNITS 
- 
i 

NPTS   Number of longitudinal station longitudinal cross 
sectional area pairs used to descirbe the equival- 
ent boJy (number of AREAV jards read by RDDATA) 

NPGS   Number of pages required for NPTS at 40 points 
per page 

X      Longitudinal distances from center of pressure of 
angle-of-attack vane to longitudinal stations 

COMMON/DDD/XE(1000),THETA(1000),DELEOA(1000),SUM 

N-D 

N-D 

1 

{ -I 

■?i 

m 



OUTPUT DESCRIPTION 

XE Effective longitudinal distances from center of 
pressure of angle-of-attack vane to longitudinal 
stations 

UNITS 

THETA  Angle between body centerline and line connecting  rad 
vane and center of equivalent-circle 

A(£/a)  DELEOA Increment in e/a for a segment of the body N-D 

JA(E/CO SUM    The sum of A(e/o) values to give the e/a for the 
whole body 

N-D 

182 

•  i 



'äSsjaü %ffh<iw^v^ 

Program Listing. 

StmBOHTTMC   W»TTF?eANCT) 
C ON* OK" MA A/"F API. up A02» UNIT 
COMMON >crc™»T%N»GS#x( 
rrwKrwfw -------  f— 
OTHPN'TOM 
rHARACTCO   TTTlE102,TlTLF2*42»HEÄDl*7S»Hf AD2* 

<*MAPACTFR   n»*M4**,6ASK6*6,0»SHig*10»0»SH19*15 
'»ATA   TTTLFl/'VA*fiv-Rn6ALL0  UPWASH  CALCULATION»/ 

~      IHATF  FOR  CYLI  

t»/w«=Ani,MPA02»UNIT 
'C™«»T%N»GS#X(IOOOI#»(1OOO> 
>-)/ve»mOO».TMFTA(1000)#OiLFOA{lQOO)»SUH 

»   TTTlFl*^i,tlTLP2*«,HEA0l*7$,H|A02*75» IINIT*2 

"ATA TTTlc?'Miow»«H  ESTIMATE FOR CYLINDRICAL 
DATA PASMA.OA^tPASNlO/1—-•#* —«ft — *- 
OATA IU?MV«'i —* •/ 
n»TAITNCi#t LONGTTUOTNAL FFFFCTIVE 

1 • 60UIVALFNT     INCRFMFN 
DATA t TNF>/«PT 

1 ' 
PATA lTNE*/»HO 

1 «ON 
DATA t TVC4/I 

1 • 

 1/ 
LONGTTUOTNAL FFFFCTIVE 

60UIVALFNT     INCRFMFNT 
"ISTANCF   FROM PTS 

RADIUS   AT 
VANE   TO  STATION 

TUFTA       STATION 
<     ) 

(PAOi r   » 

COMPONENTS«/ 
— 1/ 

»> 
«/ 

TANCP   PPON«» 
IN   FPSILON   •/ 

VANF   TO  STATI», 
"VER   ALWA   *7 

(      ) 
PPTNT  nput«M   *«TT»»ATFS   FOB   CVLINOFRICAL 
l»T-0 
no *0 T«n?« 
DPTNT   PAGF    «FinTWRS   POP   UPWASH   FSTIMATFS 

1° 
?0 

100 
110 
120 
190 no 
1*0 

!28 
loo 
?co 

• / 
COMPONENTS 

BCiTS! 
VRTTF2 
WPlTFf 
WPITF2 
WRITE? 
WRITF2 
URTTF2 
WPITF2 
WR 
WP 
WP 
WR 
UP 

WPTTE(*.lf»01   TTTLFl 
WRITFC.lViH   TTTl*?,I,Ni>»;$ 
WPTTF(*,1»0' 
WPfTF{A»l»*» 
WRITE«*.1**1 
WRITE(*.U") 
URTTFfAtnOI 
WPITF(«,,l?ft> 
WRITF!*.!««» 
WPTTF«*.!««» 
WPITFfft.HO» 
w»TTF(«.,J«.f>» 

TTTt 
AKfT 
0»«H15,P»SM15» 0ASM15» DASH15» PASHi'* 

0*SM15.PASH15,nASMl?»0A<M15#nASMli 
LTMF1 
ITVF* 

ll*e« 

y' 

TE21 

TFI 
TFJ 

WPITP2I5 
WPITF216 
WR TE2lf 

»ITP2J 

TF220 
TF?21 
TF22| 

"MIT,UNIT#yNTT 
yf!TF«*»!TO^PA<^*#PISMl,J|0 

"F   UPWASM 
»0ASM15»DASHe»DA«M10»PA<;M10 
ESTIMATES     

P*«MTO 

PPfMT   "NF    0»CF 
nn io   t>f • 4"> 

TF(I PT   .'T.   MOT«>   r,P   TO   30 
WRITE<A»l«0»   l»T,Y(LPTI.XE(LPT)»TMFTA(LPTr»P(LPT).(»ELEOA» 
rnwTiwtiF 
frwTTNMF 
WPITF- *.l«>0» 
WSTTE«'«.?'»©» 
PPTUPW 

FORMATflMf,T»4,A'*>TT?»*PAGF«7~ ~  ~        — 
FORHATflu   .T10,A»?,TT?,I>,«/«.I?) 
FORMAT'!«   »TIO.'MACM   NUH»FP    .    t,F6,4) 
FflPHATIlH   ,<A1«t 
FOPMiTM"   .AT«) 
FOPKATM"   »T«.A»')»A3«) 
FORNAT»lw»,f»P.A>,15)(#A2»20X»A?» 
FORMATMW   .1">.»4,?X»A1«,>X,A1«,2X,A*.?X#A10.2X»A10> 
POPHATCJH   .T"»,T*,?X#Fi5.*t2X»Pl5.«>»2X#P6.4f 2X#P10.«»'X»F1 
FPPHATMH   ,Tf%»jO) 
FOP^ATd«   »T»"».»T 
FNO 

1<»T) 

0.4) 

OTAL   UPWASH  FSTIHATF   fEPtlION/ALP"A>   ■   »»P10.4» 

WRITP21I 
WRITFÜ« 
VPTTFÜO 

—WRIT  
WR1 a_._ 
WPTTFft? 

—WRTTP224 
WRITE223 
WRTTF22* 
WRITF?27 
WRTTFMi 
WPTTE22«) 
WRITEMO 
WRITFm 
WPITF23| 
WRITE 233 
WRITF23* 
WRITF23^ 
WRITF23& 
WPfTP|3? 

—WRITP238 
WRITF23«» 
WRITFT 
WRITFi 
WRITFi 
WRITFi 
•JPITFJ 
WPJTP; 
WRITFi 
WRITFj 

—WRITFi 
WRITP 
WRITFi 
WRITFI 
WRITFi 
WRTTP 
WRITFi 
WRITFi 
WRTTFS 
WRITFi 
WRITFi 
WRITFi '•I 
'»i 
»PT 

■ 

'r 

WRTTF?60 

... 
. ■ 

4 

X 

:i 

i 



FltOOMH NINO 

PROMBH MI MO: 

Purpose.  Program WING implements the Yaggy-Rogallo technique of 
making upwash angle estimates for lifting surfaces. The lifting surface 
is estimated by a thin airfoil with trapezoidal planform as described in 
Appendix B and the upwash angle is calculated using equation (B8). 

Condition of Validity. 

(1) The lateral location of the angle-of-attack vane must be 
very near the midspan of the lifting surface. 

(2) The longitudinal location of the angle-of-attack vane must 
be ahead of the quarter-chord line of the lifting surface.  Mathematical 
calculations require only that the value be non-zero to continue program 
execution but the basic assumptions of the equations require the effec- 
tive distance to be at least 0.4 of the span of the lifting surface. 

(3) The specified span and aspect ratio of the lifting surface 
must be a non-zero, positive values. 

(4) The specified quarter-chord sweep angle must be greater 
than or equal 0.0 and less than or equal 90.0. 

(5) Program dimensions limit the number of Mach number values 
per input data set to 98. 

(6) Mach number values requested must be greater than or equal 
to 0.0 and less than or equal to 1.0 since other values have no meaning 
in upwash calculations. 

Storage Required. 

PROGRAM 
COMMON 
TOTAL 

Octal Words 
ITS 

1266 
1426 

Decimal Words 
 91  

694 
790 

Subprograms Used. 

ALOG10, ATAN, DATARD, SORT, TAN, WRITE3 

COMMON Inputs.  Only the COMMON inputs used by this program are 
described below. 

COMMON/EEE/FSVANE,FSQCL,XV,SPAN,TAU,AR,WSQCL,NMACH,XMACH(98) 

m 



-   ,.■.'"■> -J ,.«'.!. . ,.— 

INPUT DESCRIPTION UNITS 

FSV    PSVANE Longitudinal (fuselage) station of center of 
pressure of angle-of-attack vane 

Longitudinal (fuselage) station of quarter- 
chord line at midspan 

Longitudinal distance from midspan of quarter- 
chord line to longitudinal station of center of 
pressure of angle-of-attack vane Xv ■ FSc/4-FSv 

Span of the lifting surface 

Dimensionless distance from quarter chord to 
center of pressure of angle-of-attack vane 

Aspect ratio of the lifting surface, AR - b2/S 

Sweep of the quarter-chord line of the lifting 
surface 

NMACH  Number of Mach number values where upwash angle 
estimates are desired 

XNACH  Mach number values where upwash angle estimates 
are desired 

FSc/4 FSQCL 

Xv XV 

b SPAN 

T TAU 

AR AR 

AC/4 WSQCL 

I 

N-D 

N-D 

deg 

N-D 

N-D 

COMMON/FFF/BETA(98),TOE(98),WSB(98),EARCL(98),ECLR(98),ECLD(98) 

8      BETA   Compressibility parameter,  ß «/l-M^ 

T/B    TOB    Distance ahead of quarter-chord line corrected 
for compressibility 

A3    WSB    Sweep of quarter-chord corrected for compressi- 
bility tan Ag - tan Ac/4/6 

EAR/CL EARCL  Lifting surface upwash parameter 

(-D 

N-D 

deg 

n-D 

e/CL    ECLR 

e/CL    ECLD 

Upwash angle per unit lift coefficient in radians   tad 

Upwash angle per unit lift coefficient in degrees   deg 

Program Description.  Program WING calculates upwash estimates f „>r 
lifting surfaces.  WING uses subroutine DATARD to read a single input 
data set and check ttu- input for errors.  It then calculates upwash 
estimates for all Mach numbers requested and calls WRITE3 to print the 
effective geometry and upwash estimates.  DATARD is then called to re^d 
another input data set or terminate execution. 

:2 
5 

- 

1 



Program  Listing. 

??P§p*?-y^?iI^?."Tt5yTpyT#T»PF5*INPUT*TAPff«nUTPUT> 

: 

r FILE   peCL»»»TinN   LIST  NON-ANSI 

r PPflRPA*  WT'MG   T*   X~0*TRÄN~\TRPÖPRZM   FOR   HAKING   UPWASH~F5TIMATFS 
r Fnp   LIFTTMr.   ?noc»rES   USING   THF   YAGGV-ROGALLO  TFCHNTOME.   T^E 
r nrpiVATtn^i   np   FPMATIONS   USE»  IN   THIS   PROGRAH  AND  A  USER'S   GUTHF 
f APF   mMTATMFn   I"   "A   HFTMOO   OF   ESTIMATING   URWASH   ANGLE   *T  vnSFP.00*- 
r "flUNTF"  VANFf^eexc-TIN-Sl-ljJUNP   19fll. 
f OUFSm*K,   roMMFMTS*   OR   REONESTS  FOR   TH€   H?FP«S   GUIDE   «HHI'LO   BF 
r niPFCTFn tn  KfN   »tVLINCS*   6520T*/ENDT   (STOP   ?3Q),ATR  FOPCF   cl»GMT 
C TF*T      -MTEf.FnuiPns   AFB>CA   93523  OP   TFLfPHONF   <P05»  277-377Q. 
f PEVISI iN pcnpnt 

j r VPITTFN  RY KFN   RAWLINGS JUN   1981 

rnMMON/ccF /=^V4ME7FsÖr"7xv7^PÄ^TAu7Äp7wSQCr7NMACH»XMArH(9flT 
Cnnr«0NfFFF/HFTAfo*),T0P(98)»V<;fHQB)»FARCL(<Je>#FCLRf,»8),FCinf<?P> 
0»TA   A. °,C/-1.45» »07 301,-0.0084 4786 »»-1.0993 6*68'/ 

10 CALL   fUTA»n 
TF(NMACH ,F0. 0>   GO  TO   10 
TAM.XVM"^/?, 1 
IFPpnp.o 
PO   50   T-1.MMÄTH 
TF(XMATMfT)   ,r-F,   0.0)   GO   TO   ?0 
BETAfU   »V.* 
r-n TO *o 

?0   IF(XN«'*MfM    .LT.    1.01   GO   TO   10 
"ETACn   «0.^ 
TOR'D     • QQ'30Q,<,0'>Q 
WSPfT)     »ao,n 
F^PCLmO.0 
FriPfl»   «*>.0 
FCLOm   O.^ 
GO TO «n 

'0   BfTAm-<OPTU.-fXMACwm*XHACM(I) )) 
«0   TOPf T)»TA'I/«FTM T» 

TF(jnpfT1 ,IT,   0.4»   IFRRnR.l 
U^P(I).fAT4MfT»M(uS0CL/57.?q5»)/PFTA(I) )>*57. 20 58 
FARCLfT).1".r**( U*AL0C10{T0R(in) + (««WSR(I))+C) 
FCtRfTI-FAO"' ft t /AR 
FCI «»T»»F"I »('»♦I'», ?Q5R 

«0   rpNTTNMF 
rALl   WRTTr^ 
IFfiFPPflP    ,ro,   i>   WRTTF(4,100) 
r.n TO  in 

TOO   FQRHATflM*,«TA"fP*TA   m'JES   LFSJ   THAN   0.*   APF   INVALID«! 
FNn 

WING 1 
WING 2 
WING 3 
WING 4 
WING 5 
WING ft 
WING 7 
WING 8 
WING 9 
WING 10 
WTNG 11 
WING 1? 
WING 13 
WING 14 
WING 15 
WTNG 16 
WINC 17 
WING 18 
WING 19 
WING ?0 
WTNG 

» WING 
WING 23 
WTNG ?4 
WTNG 25 
WING ?6 
WI»'G 27 
WING ?« 
WING ?9 
WING 30 
WING 

» WING 
WING 33 
WING 34 
WINK 35 
WTNG 36 
WING 37 
WING 3« 
WING 39 
WTNG 40 
WING 
WING n 
WING 43 
WING 44 
WING 45 
WT*"-- 46 



SUMOUTIME OUTBRO; 

Purpose.  Subroutine DATARD reads one input data set per call, 
checks data for input errors, and passes information out through common. 

Conditions of Validity. 

(1)  Data must be formated in 80-column card images as described 
in Appendix C, User's Guide for the Yaggy-Rogallo Production Software. 

Storage Required 

PROGRAMt 

COMMON 
TOTAL 

Octal Words 
450 
172 
642 

Decimal Words 
296 
122 
418 

Subprograms Used. 

ABS, WRITE3 

Calling Statement. 

CALL DATARD 

Input File Inputs. 

INPUT DESCRIPTION UNITS 

HEADl  First line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha- 
numeric characters) 

N-D 

HEAD2  Seco.io line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha- 
numeric ci.^racters) 

N-D 

UNIT   Abbreviation for units of length for input 
values (2 alphanumeric characters) 

N-D 

FSV    FSVANE Longitudinal (fuselage) station of center of 
pressure of angle-of-attack vane 

FSc/4  FSQCL  Longitudinal (fuselage) station of quarter-chord 
line at midspan 

SPAN   Span of the lifting surface I 

AR     AR     Aspect ratio of the lifting surface, AR - b2/S N-D 

Ac/4   WSQCL  Sweep of the quarter-chord line of the lifting deg 
surface 

i 
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NMACH  Number of Mach nunoer values where upwash 
angle estimates are desired 

XMACH  Mach number values where upwash angle esti- 
mates are desired 

N-D 

N-D 

COMMON Outputs.  Only those common values output by this subroutine 
are discussed below. 

C0MM0N/*.\A/HEAD1,HEAD2,UNIT 

OUTPUT 

HEAD1 

DESCRIPTION 

HEAD2 

UNIT 

First line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha- 
numeric characters) 

Second line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha- 
numeric characters) 

Abbreviation for units of length for input values 
(2 alpanumeric characters) 

COMMON/E EE/FSVANE,FSQCL,XV,SPAN,TAU,AR,WSQCL,NMACH,XMACH(98) 

OUTPUT DESCRIPTION 

FSV    FSVANE  Longitudinal (fuselage) station of center of 
pressure of angle-of-attack vane 

FSc/4   FSQCL 

XV 

b SPAN 

t TAU 

AR AR 

Ac/4 WSQCL 

NMACH 

Longitudinal (fuselage) station of quarter-chord 
line at midspan 

Longitudinal distance from midspan of quarter- 
chord line to longitudinal station of center of 
pressure of angle-of-attack vane, Xv « FSC/4~FSV 

Span of lifting surface 

Dimensionless distance from quarter chord to 
center of pressure of angle-of-attack vane 

Aspect ratio of the lifting surface, AR *  b2/S 

Sweep of the quarter-chord line of the lifting 
surface 

Number of Mach number values where upwash angle 
estimates are desired 

UNITS 

N-D 

N-D 

N-D 

UNITS 

I 

N-D 

N-D 

deg 

N-D 

XMACH  Mach number values where upwash angle estimates 
are desired 

N-D 



:- 

Messages. 

(1) "     " IS IN ERRROR - CARD READS " " 

Error message printed when DATARD encounters an unexpected 
card identifier. First quotation marks contain card identifier of 
card expected and second prints 80 alphanumeric characters on card 
actually read. 

(2) "     " IS IN ERROR - END-OF-FILE ENCOUNTERED 

Error message printed when an end-of-file in encountered 
during reading of any card other than a HEAD1 card.  Quotation marks 
contain card identifier of card expected when end-of-file was 
encountered. 

(3) INPUT DATA ERROR: 

Error message printed when an error is encountered in the 
input data.  It will be followed by one or more of the following 
messages: 

4 
(a) DISTANCE FROM WING TO VANE MUST BE NON-ZERO { 

i 
Error message printed when the fuselage station of the center 

of pressure of the angle-of-attack vane (FSVANE) exactly equals the 
fuselage station of quarter-chord line at midspan (FSQCL). 

(b) SPAN MUST BE NON-ZERO, POSITIVE VALUE 

Error message printed when the span of the lifting surface 
(SPAN) is zero or negative. 

(c) ASPECT RATIO MUST BE NON-ZERO, POSITIVE VALUE 

Error message printed when the aspect ratio of the lifting 
surface (AR) is zero or negative. 

(d) SWEEP ANGLES LESS THAN 0.0 ARE INVALID 
1 

Error message printed when the sweep of the quarter-chord • 
line of the lifting surface (WSQCL) is less than 0.0. 

(e) SWEEP ANGLES GREATER THAN 90.0 ARE INVALID 

Error messaqe printed when the sweep of the quarter-chord 
line of the lifting surface (WSQCL) is greater than 90.0. 

(f) NUMBER OF MACH NUMBERS MUST BE GREATER THAN 0 

Error message printed when the number of Mach number values * 
where upwash angle estimates are desired (NMACH) is equal to 0. 

I 
I 

... 
4 
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Program Listing. 

•T- 

SUPROUTINE 
COMMON MAA 
rPMMPN/FPP 
CHARAfTFR 
fWARACTCP 
TATA   PPR1/ 
DATA 
"ATA 
PATA 
PATA 
DATA 
PEAP 

10 

?0 

10 

<-0 
«0 
60 
70 

ICO 

Ml 
\n 

E»R?/ 
F°PV 

FOR*/ 
FPP6/ 
IHFA* 

HFAOFP««HF 
PFA0(5.im 
TrfHCAH ,»J 
READ ««PA5 
HfAncp»«MC 
PPADCUIPO 

PFAP •WIN'; 
HHA^FP.iUT 
PEAn(K»in 
IF(HFA0 ,M 
»FAD   «HA^M 
MFtncp«««» 
nn io Ul. 
PFAP(*.I"> 
IF(HF»P    ,«) 
TF(J   .=0. 
TP(MMAPH  , 
rnNTiw'te 
PFAD   «PNP 
uc/inFP-'CM 
PEAD(««)nO 
TC(MFAO     « 
XV-AO?'**'» 
TFJNMACU  , 
TFfXV 
IF(«PAN     . 
TP(AO 
IFCW^CL   . 
TFfWSCI   . 
PFTIIR*' 
PAGKSPAPP 
PFAD(?tlO0 
WPTTFf^.n 
<TPP 
VRITP(6.!4 
STPP 
NACMS'O 
NHAGW-0 
CALL   V»TT= 
VPTTM6.1* 
TF(Xtf 
IF(*PAN      . 
TFfAP 
TFJWSori   , 

TFtMAfut . 
RPTI'PM 

'OPXATfA», 
FPPM»T'A«, 
FOP*AT(A«. 
F0PPATMH1 
POPHATdwi 
PORHATfl" 
FOPHATM" 
FNP 

PATA 
/HPAP 
/cry» 
UP A PI 
FPP1* 
»HTST 
»S°AN 
'»«PC 
»<5u£F 
•SUFF 
«MMNB 
1»    **A 
»PI • 
.CNR. 
F,    HP 
»•    <"A 

.PNO. 
P,    UP 

, cum 
P,     UP 
wi   r» 

Q?,7 

P,    uc 
1 t     MM 
(.p. ' 

l.HF 
NP,F 
♦7% 
4%E 
ANrp 

Ht»s 
<"T P 
*> AN 
P AN 
PP 0 
or»   _ 

«0' 
A^PR 
pr>  - 

cnt 
APPR 
on - 

401 
An*R 
on« 

A0?#UNIT 
SOCUXV, 
HfAD2*75 
RR?*«5,F 

FROM WI 
T BE NON 
AT 10 NUS 
IGFS LFS 
LGE« GRE 
F  MACH  N 

SPAN.TAU.AR» 
.HFAM*73»*t 
frP1*««,FBR4* 
NG TO V4NF M 
-7FP0»°OSITI 
T BE NON-7 ER 
% THAN 0.0 A 
ATPR THAN 90 
UMBERS   HUST 

ACH,XHACH(9B) 
0FP*5#UNIT*? 

*5tERR5**5.ERR6*45 

VStJCl.Nm 
A0*5»HEAI 

UST   BE   N0N-7FRÖ 
VE VALUF 
0»POSTTI 
RE INVAL 
.0 APF I 
PE   GREAT 

VE   VALUF 
in 
NVALID 
FR   THAN   ( 

MEAD»HFA01 
)   Grt  TO   10 

HfAr»HEAO? 
)   GP   TO   10 

HEAP,UNTT,FSVANF*F<OCL»SPAN,AR,WSOCl 
)   GP  TO   30 

tot 
A"PR 
ACW 

.UM 

HEAP»MACHS,(mCH( I),I<J,(.1 + 
)   GO  TO   30 
NACMS 
)   GO  TO 

fr) ) 

20 

•   r»pr> . 
p     » 
,PM0»40> 

ri 
en 
FO 
I e 
lr 

IT 

WPAPPR) 
PS V INF ) 

0> 
0.0) 
0.0) 
0.0) 
0.0) 

«0.01 

HFAO 
GP  TP   30 

en 
r,n 
GP 
GP 
*0 
GP 

Tn 
TO 
TP 
TO 
TP 
TP 

60 
70 
70 
70 
70 
70 

y  WF«P,HEAD3 
0!uFAf\FP,MFAP»HFA»n 

nt   itr/\npp 

7 
0» 
«■p. 

lc. 
tc. 
lT. 

0.0) 
0.1) 
0.0) 
O.P) 

«o.oj 
0) 

WRITE(6.1*0) 
WtTTF(6,160» 
WRITE(6,160) 
WRITP(6»160) 
WRITE(6,160) 
WRITF(6,160) 

EPP1 
EPR? 
EPR3 
EPP4 
FPP« 
EPP^ 

TPMPklTV   ...... ... 
»■»?) 
'*.»>,«P10.0) 
^».^.■»»iO.O) 
,»-i,*«,i»   TS   IN   ERROR 
.•"«.A«,I« 15 IN fPROR 
,»TNBMT OATA FRRORSl• ) 
.^10. At«) 

:i ARD   RFAO«   * 
NO-PF-FILF 

•»A5.A75,«"«) 
FNGOUNTERFO«) 

TATAPO 
DATAPD 
PATAPD 
OATAPO 
OATARO 
PATAPD 
OATARD 
TATARO 
DATARD 
PATARD10 
PATAPOll 

 PATAP012 
PATARP13 
PATAR01* 
rATAPPl"? 

 PATAR016 
DATAR017 
PATAP018 
DATAR01«» 

 PATAP020 
0ATAP021 
PATARD22 
PATAR023 

 PATAR02* 
PATAPD?5 
0ATAR02* 
0ATARP2? 
0ATAP02P 
0ATAPD29 
OATAR030 
DATAPO^l 

 0ATAP032 
OATAP033 
PATAR03* 
DATAPD35 
PATAR036 
DATAPP37 
0ATAR03P 
0ATAP039 
DATARD40 
0ATAPD41 
PATAR04? 
DATAPD43 
PATAPD44 
PATAP045 
PATAP046 
PATAP047 
PATARP4P 
PATAP049 
DATARP50 
0ATAPP51 
DATAR052 
PATAPP«! 
DATAP054 
PATAPP55 
0ATAP036 
PATARP57 
PATAP058 
PATAP059 
0ATAR060 

 PATAPPfc 
PATAP06 
PATAPP6. 
PATARP64 
PATAR065 
PATAP066 
PATAP067 
PATAR06« 
PATARD69 

in 



SUBROUTINE WUTE3: 

Purpose.  Subroutine WRITE3 prints the actual geometric data, 
effective geometric data, and upwash-angle estimates with 40 points per 
page and up to 3 pages as required.  One set of pages is printed for each 
input data set of the input file. 

Storage Required 
Octal Words    Decimal Words 

PROGRAM        472               314 
COMMON        1306               710 
TOTAL         2000              1024 

Calling Statement. 

CALL WRITE3 

COMMOM Inputs.  Only the COMMON inputs used by this subroutine are 
described below. 

COMMON/AAA/HEAD1,HEAD2,UNIT 

INPUT DESCRIPTION 

HEAD1 

HEAD2 

UNIT 

First line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha- 
numeric characters) 

Second line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha- 
numeric characters) 

Abbreviation for units of length for input values 
(2 alphanumeric characters) 

UNITS 

N-D 

N-D 

N-D 

FS„ 

COMMON/EEE/FSVANE,FSQCL,XV,SPAN,TAU,AR,WSQCL,NMACH,XMACH(98) 

INPUT DESCRIPTION 

FS, c/4 

Xv 

FSVANE  Longitudinal (fuselage) station of center of 
pressure of angle-of-attack vane 

FSQCL  Longitudinal (fuselage)station of quarter-chord 
line at midspan 

XV     Longitudinal distance from midspan of quarter- 
chord line to longitudinal station of center of 
pressure of angle-of-attack vane, Xv * FSC/4~FSV 

SPAN   Span of lifting surface 

TAU    Dimensionless distance from quarter chord to 
center of pressure of angle-of-attack vane 

UNITS 

t 

N-D 
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AR     AR     Aspect ratio of the lifting surface, AR = b2/S 

Ac/4   WSQCL  Sweep of the quarter-chord line of the lifting 
surface 

NMACH  Number of Mach number values where upwash angle 
estimates are desired 

XMACH  Mach number values where upwash angle estimates 
are desired 

COMMON/FFF/BETA(98),TOB(98),WSB(98),EARCL(98),ECLR(98),ECLD(98) 

8      BETA   Compressibility parameter, ß =/l-M^ 

T/6    TOB    Distance ahead of quarter-chord line corrected 
for compressibility 

Aß     V?SB    Sweep of quarter-chord corrected for compres- 
sibility, tan Ag = tan Ac/4/ß 

EAR/CL  EARCL 

e/CL    ECLR 

e/CL    ECLD 

Printer Outputs 

OUTPUT 

Lifting surface upwash parameter 

Upwash angle per unit lift coefficient in radians 

Upwash angle per unit lift coefficient in degrees 

FS,: 

HEAD1 

HEAD2 

UNIT 

FSVANE 

FSC//4 FSQCL 

Xv XV 

b SPAN 

i TAU 

DESCRIPTION 

First line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha- 
numeric characters) 

Second line of user-supplied heading (75 alpha- 
numeric characters) 

Abbreviation for units of length for input values 
(2 alphanumeric characters) 

Longitudinal (fuselage) station of center of 
pressure of angle-of-attack vane 

Longitudinal (fuselage) station of quarter-chord 
line at midspan 

Longitudinal distance f-om midspan of quarter- 
chord line to longitudinal station of center of 
pressure of angle-of-attack vane, Xv = FSc/4 

Span of lifting surface 

Dimensionless distance from quarter chord to 
center of pressure of angle-of-attack vane 

-FS, 

N-D 

deg 

N-D 

N-D 

) 

N-D 

N-D 

deg 

N-D 

rad 

deg 

UNITS 

N-D 

N-D 

N-D 

t 

N-D 
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AR     AR 

Ac/4    WSQCL 

NMACH 

XMACH 

BETA 

TOB 

WSB 

T/e 

lB 

eAR/CL  EARCL 

e/CL   ECLR 

e/CL   ECLD 

Aspect ratio of the lifting surface, AR = b^/S N-D 

Sweep of the quarter-chord line of the lifting deg 
surface 

Number of Mach number values where upwash angle N-D 
estimates are desired 

Mach number values where upwash angle estimates N-D 
are desired 

Compressibility Parameter, ß =/l-M^ N-D 

Distance ahead of quarter-chord line corrected N-D 
for compressibility 

Sweep of quarter-chord corrected for compres- deg 
sibility, tan Ag = tan Ac/4/8 

Lifting surface upwash parameter N-D 

Upwash angle per unit lift coefficient in radians rad 

upwash angle pet unit lift coefficient in degrees deg 
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Program  Listing. 

SHSRni'TTNP   WPTTF1 WPITF3   1 
mMMnNfAAA/4FAni,MEA0?,UhtIT WRITF3   2 
CCMM0N/PPI:/e«:V*NC,FS0CL»XV#S!»AN,TAU»*(»»WS0CL»NMACH,X«1ACM{Q8) WRITF3   3 
rnMMflN/cFF '«FTAfQP)»T03(9B)»WSBf9e)fEARCL r9»M»FCLRf98)»FCL0(<>P> VPITF3   «V 
nTMFNSTOM   LTMFIO'?5,LINF11(2) VRITE3   5 
CWAP»CTC»   "e«r>l*^»HE»D2*75,UNTT*2.TITLFl*32»TITLE2*^fc VRITF3   6 
CMARACTFP   LTMFl***,LINF2*5O»LINF3*5C>LINE**50»LINE5*50»LINF6*5O WRITF3   7 
TMARAfTPR   ITNC7*«!0,LINE«*50.LIMF9*33,LINE10*'7,LINEH*37»I TNFJl?*«UVRITE 3   6 
CHARiTTCR   "A<rMf«6.DASH10*10»nASV]5 + l? WRITF3   9 
nATA   TTTI FlMYAr.'iv-RpGALLO   MPVASH   CALCULATION»/ WRITF310 
OATA   TTTI c?/'MOW»SH   FSTIMATE   FOR  LIFTING   SURFACE   COMPO^M TS • f VPITF311 
nATA   PA™S.'>A«WI0,DASH1'5/» •»• «,«— •/ WRITF312 
nATA   ITNP1 /'LI<"TTN6   SURFACE   GEPMFTPIC   DFTAILt'/ WRITF313 
DATA   LTNF'mnNCTTUOINAl   STATTPNOF   VANFS •/ WPITF314 
nATA   I TMC3/M nMrTTUDINAL   STATION  OF   APFX   OF   OUAPTER-CHOPO   UNF»/ WPITF315 
PATA   LTNF«/»ni«sT»wcE   FROM   APFX   OF   OUA RTfR-CHOPO   TO  V»NeS   (XV».•/ VRITE316 
DATA   ITNF«5/«5»AN   fft)   ,.,, *f VRTTF317 
nATA   (TNFWTAH   (W/'B/2)) »/ VPITF313 
nATA   ITNF7MA«?PF''T   RATIO .......'/ VPITF319 
DATA   ITNFI/^UCFP   OF   OIJARTFR-CHORO   LINE    •/ VRTTF32Q 
PATA   LINF3MI TCTTMG   SUPFACF   UPWASH   ESTIMATF S> • / VRITF321 
nATA   ITNFin/^                                                                    FfFpCTIVFt, WPITF322 

i                             *        EPSILON   AR                                                          »/ VPTTF323 
1MMAC"          «FTA          TAU/BCTA           WI'-R   SVFE», VRITF3?« 

'P      fl                       EPSTLON/CL     FPSILPN/Cl«/ VPITF325 
9/Mncc)                   (RAO)                   (PAOI                  fBEfi)'/ WRITF326 
FT»IP   PATA   FOR   CYtlNHERICAL   COMPONFNTS VPITF327 
M/*«)*l WPITF328 

WRITF329 

1 

] ) 

i f 0 
1 10 
! ."' 0 
130 
1 40 
I'O 
160 
170 
IPO 
1 °o 
?np 
"> i p 
>?0 

OATA   ITNH 

OATA   ITNFI 
PPINT  RFnx 
NPGS ■(**»'• 
[ PT-0 
Dn ?o TO, 
PPTNT PARC 
UPTTF(6,10 
WPITFCS,ll 
vRITFCtl» 
URTTFC.n 
UPTTF(6,H 
VPTTF'6,1? 
uPTTFfft.l* 
VPITFf6,l« 
UPITF{-S,I«; 
WPITFf6.1" 
WPTTF(A,l«i 
WRITE(6,16 
UPTTF(6,17 
UPTTE(6,1<» 
TCfHMArw , 
WPTTF(6,U 
WRTTFf6,19 
wpiTt:r6,io 
WRITFf6,?^ 
UPITFf6,?1 
PPINT   "NF 
nn   10   J»1, 
t PT»| PT+1 
TP'1°T   ,PT 
UPTTCf6,?' 

rnNTTWMF 
rnNTTNMr 
PFTIIP»1' 
FPPNAT «;TA 
F OP". AT f 1MI 
cnoMAT'l" 
"PNTMM 
FOPHATfI" 
FOPMATflM 
FORHAT'l" 
FiPHATf14 
FHPMATflu 
FOPMATflw 
FTPMATfl" 
rnPMATfiu 
FIIPMATMH 
FOPMATflM 
c. Nn 

uFAn 
oi   TT 
0) 
n» 
oi 
01 
o> 
0' 
01 
01 
01 
01 
Vi 
01 
01 r <\ 
01 
01 
01 
O) 
01 
»SGF 
AT 

Twcs nn 
T(.F2 
SMI 5 
API 
An? 
FM15 
WEI 

F>, 
NF1», 
NF4, 
MC«, 
WF6, 
WPT, 
NF«, 
1   PE 
MFO 
*'c10 
»"HI 
wci? 
SU6, 

FOP   GEOMETRIC   DATA  ——  

»I,NPOS 
»^ASH15, nAFH15,0ASH15,DA^Ml«i 

»DASH15,DASMI5, PASN15, PA SH] 5 

FSVANF.IINTT 
FSOCL.UNIT 
XV»HNTT 
SPAN,UNIT 
TAU 
AR 
W50CL 
TttRN 

nASH6,DASH10»DASM10»0ASH10tDASHiO»0ASH10 
FOMFTRTC   DATA *  

0> 
1 

NMAPM)    »FTI'PN 
X*Aru(LPT>,«FTA<lPT), TPB 
Fri PfiPT)»FCLO("LPT» 

»LPT»,W«;»>(LPTr,S;APrL UPT1. 

CMFKITt —  -  
T>«,Ai?,TT3*tPAGF') 
TIT,A«6,T7?»I?,» ;»,I?) 
•S A 1 •« ) 
JT«;I 
AID 
T10. A"50,3X,F10.*»1X,A2) 
T10,A«<0, 3X, F10. **1X »♦»/?«) 
T!0.»"0,3X.F1Q.«.1X>' I 
TIO. A"O,3X#F10.A,lX,«nFr. i) 
T^,A-»T,A37) 
T??#»«?) 
Ti,A6,'X#A6,2X,A10»?X,A10» 
1X,?fF*.«,?xl.?ffl0.4,?Xr, 
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?X,A1P,ZX,A10,?X»A101 
3(F10.6,2X)) 

WPITF330 
-WPITE331 
WPTTE332 
WRITF333 
WPITF33« 
WPITF335 
WRITF336 
WPITF337 
WPITF13P 
WRITE339 
WRITF3«»0 
WPITF341 
VPITE342 
WPITF343 
WPITF344 
WRITF3*5 
WPTTF346 
WPITF347 
WPITF348 
WPITF349 
WPITF350 
WPITE351 

-WRITF352 
WPITF353 
WPITF35« 
WRTTE355 
WPTTF356 
WRITF3«7 
WPITF35P 
WPITF359 
WPITF360 

-WPITF361 
WPITF362 
WPITF363 
WPITE364 
WPITF363 
WPITF366 
WPITF367 
WRITF16P 
WPITF369 
WPTTF370 
WPITF371 
WPITF372 
VRITF373 
WPTTF37« 
WPTTF37«5 


